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This is a survey paper giving a self-contained account of Shelah’s theory of the pcf function 
pcf(a) = {cf(na/D, CD): D is an ultrafilter on a}, where a is a set of regular cardinals such 
that [al < min(a). We also give several applications of the theory to cardinal arithmetic, the 
existence of Jonsson algebras, and partition calculus. 
Introduction 
Cardinal arithmetic seems to be one of the central topics of set theory. (We 
mean mainly cardinal exponentiation, the other operations being trivial.) 
However, the independence results obtained by Cohen’s forcing technique 
(especially Easton’s theorem: see below) showed that many of the open problems 
in cardinal arithmetic are independent of the axioms of ZFC (Zermelo-Fraenkel 
set theory with the axiom of choice). It appeared, in the late sixties, that cardinal 
arithmetic had become trivial in the sense that any potential theorem seemed to 
be refutable by the construction of a model of set theory which violated it. 
In particular, Easton’s theorem [2] showed that essentially any cardinal 
arithmetic ‘behavior’ satisfying some obvious requirements can be realized as the 
behavior of the power function at regular cardinals. For example, if F is a 
function from the class of all ordinals into itself and satisfies (i) a! < p j F(a) < 
F(P) and (ii) every subset of K,,, of size c&+1 is bounded (i.e., the cofinality of 
K,,, is larger than K,,, ) then assuming ZFC is consistent, it is consistent with , 
ZFC that 2*,+1= X,,, for all cx 
The general consensus among set theorists was that the restriction to regular 
cardinals was due to a weakness in the proof and that a slight improvement in the 
methods for constructing models would show that, even for powers of singular 
cardinals, there are no deep theorems provable in ZFC. 
The situation was changed dramatically by Silver’s theorem on singular 
cardinals [23] which showed that, at least for cardinals of uncountable cofinality, 
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there are nontrivial theorems concerning the powers of singular cardinals (e.g., if 
2a*= K,+i for all (Y < or, then 2”-I= X w,+l). Silver’s result was expanded by 
Galvin and Hajnal [4] who gave bounds on the size of 2’* if K, is a singular strong 
limit cardinal of uncountable cofinality (e.g., if 2”*< X,, for all o! < o,, then 
2Kc01 < X@)+). 
There followed a long series of results, mostly by Shelah, culminating in the 
theorem in [14, Chapter XIII], that for each limit ordinal 6, X”,ff’6’ < K~,6,~~(~~)+. In 
particular, if 2’” < K, for all n < w, then 2”- = X2 < X~2+,o)+. 
The proof of this remarkable result relied heavily on a study of the cofinalities 
of reduced products of sets of cardinals. It seems that at this point Shelah realized 
the importance of studying the following problem. 
Suppose we are given a set of cardinals u such that ]a] < min(a). (This 
assumption on a will be made throughout the paper.) Which cardinals can be 
realized as the cofinality of an ultraproduct of a? 
Explanation: If D is an ultrafilter on a, then the product fl a is linearly ordered 
by the relation fc,g e {a E a: f(a) sg(cr)} E D. (This relation is not anti- 
symmetric: this is unimportant here. As usual there is a naturally associated 
antisymmetric order on the set fl u/D of equivalence classes obtained by 
identifying f and g if g SD f SD g. We prefer to work with functions rather than 
their equivalence classes.) This linearly ordered set has a well-defined cofinality 
cf(nu/D). So for a given a, we are interested in the function pcf(u) = 
{cf(n u/D): D . 1s an ultrafilter on a} (‘pcf’ stands for ‘possible cofinalities’). 
What emerged from this study was a beautiful theory containing many deep 
unexpected results. The theory of possible cofinalities also found many important 
applications, concerning, e.g., the existence of Jonsson algebras, partition 
calculus, applications of set theory to algebra and set-theoretic topology. It was 
used recently by Jech and Shelah to solve a problem of Tarski on products of 
cardinals [S]. 
Recently, the theory yielded even deeper applications to cardinal arithmetic. 
For example, if 2K” < X,, then K$’ < K,,. Anyone familiar with the kind of 
‘freedom’ one has in determining the powers of regular cardinals will find this 
result surprising. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a self-contained survey of the basic 
elements of the theory of possible cofinalities and some of the main applications. 
The theory is now spread over several papers of Shelah [ll, 15-18, 20-221, some 
of them still unpublished. It is going to be presented by Shelah himself in an 
upcoming book, which will contain many further applications. 
We assume only a knowledge of basic set theory (see, e.g., [6,9]; forcing will 
not be used anywhere in this paper) and minimal acquaintance with reduced 
products and ultraproducts. 
It is not our intention to give a complete description of all the results which 
have been obtained with the pcf theory. We hope that what we do present will 
serve as an accessible introduction to the original papers. The results presented 
here are due to Shelah, unless otherwise stated. 
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This paper is an outgrowth of the lectures delivered at the Mathematical 
Sciences Research Institute in the fall of 1989 by the second author. The authors 
would like to thank R. Solovay for carefully reading an earlier version of this 
paper, and for his helpful suggestions. 
This paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 1 the ideal J,*(a) of sets which force rI a to have cofinality less than 
A and the set pcf(a) of possible cofinalities for reduced products n a/D are 
defined, and their basic properties are described. 
In Section 2 we prove the main theorem concerning pcf(a), which implies, for 
example, that if a is an interval of regular cardinals, A = cf(n u/D) and 
A > lim, a, then pcf(u) contains each regular A’ such that lim, a < A’ < A. 
In Section 3 we review some theorems and consistency results concerning 
Jonsson algebras and use the results of Section 2 to prove in ZFC that there is 
a Jonsson algebra on the successor of any singular cardinal which is not a limit of 
Jonsson cardinals (e.g. X,+1). 
In Section 4 we investigate rI u/Z when I is not maximal, and use the results to 
show, among other things, (and assuming 2’“’ < min(u)) that J<,+(u) is generated 
over JcA(u) by adding a single set. We also strengthen some of the results in 
Section 3 by showing A f, [A]‘, f or many A which are successors of singular 
cardinals, in particular A = Xw+l. 
In Section 5 we use the results of Section 4 to show, with some assumptions on 
a, that max(pcf(u)) = III al. It then follows from Theorem 2.1 that K!$ < Xc2~,,)+. 
In Section 6 we improve the bound Ipcf(u)l G 2’“’ obtained in Section 1 and 
show as a consequence of the new bound that if 2’” < X,, then X2 < X,,. 
In Section 7 we present some important results of the pcf theory which were 
not needed for the applications of the previous sections. 
0. Notation 
Let a be an infinite set of regular cardinals such that min(u) > lul. This 
assumption is crucial for most of the results in this paper. The theory we will 
develop does not apply for example if a = {Xa+l: (Y < K}, where K = X, is a fixed 
point of the aleph function. 
We will say that a is an interval of regular cardinals if for some ordinals g < q 
we have a = {(Y: 5 < cy < r], and a: is a regular cardinal}. 
For ideals I on a, let fl u/I be the reduced product of a by I. For functions f 
and g with domain a and taking values in the class ON of all ordinals, let 
f+g @ {i:f(i)>g(i)}Ez, 
f<,g e {i:f(i)Sg(i)} EZ. 
For any cardinal A., let A = tcf(n u/Z) mean that A is the true cofinulity of n u/Z, 
i.e., A is regular and there is a sequence (fa: LY < A) in n a such that 
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(Y < /3 j fa <,fP and Vh E ~ u, 3 (Y, h SI fa. (w x w1 is the typical example of a 
partial order for which the true cofinality does not exist.) 
We will assume (without loss of generality when I contains all finite sets) that 
lu(+ < a for all (Y E a, e.g. a = {X,, X3, . . . , X,, . . .}. If I is a maximal ideal, 
I = the dual of an ultrafilter D, then rI a/D is linearly ordered and hence has true 
cofinality. 
1. The ideal J.&z) 
We say that b c a forces II a to have cofinulity <A (or simply ‘forces cof < A’ 
when u is clear from the context) if for each ultrafilter D on a, if b E D, then 
cf(fl u/D) -=c A. 
If b forces cof < A and c c b, then c forces cof < h. Also if bl and b2 both force 
cof < il, then b, U b2 forces cof < A. Hence J<*(u) is an ideal where 
J<*(u) = {b c a: b forces cof < A}. 
We will show in Corollary 1.2 that if cf(n u/D) < A, then 3b E D such that b 
forces cof < A. 
1.1. Theorem. n u/J,~(u) is A-directed, i.e., if B c II u/.&(u), IBI < A, then B is 
bounded in II u/J,~(u). 
Proof. By induction on ) B I. 
(a) If IBI s [al+, define for a E a, 
f(a) = sup(g(4: g E Bl. 
Since LY > (aI+ is regular for each LY E a, we have f E n a and Vg E B, g <f and 
in particular g <J,i(aj f. 
(b) Induction step, lul+ < IBI = p< A. 
Without loss of generality B is linearly ordered by G,<*(~) (if B = {gp}Bcr, 
inductively bound {sol} U {g;l: 0 < a} by gb, and consider {gb}p<n instead of B.) 
Fix a (~LJ~J- increasing enumeration B = {go: /3 < p} of B. 
If p is singular, the theorem follows easily from the induction hypothesis. So 
assume p is regular. 
We will inductively define h, E IYI a (/3 < Ial+) so that p < /3’ 3 h, s h,, (every- 
where). Then letting bc= {y E a: g@(y) > h,(y)} we will have p < j3’ 3 bs,’ E b! 
since the hp’s increase everywhere. We want to arrange 
VP < lul+ 3is Va > is bi+’ 9 bc. 
Let ho =g,. If /3 is a limit ordinal < Ial+, then let ho(a) = sup{h,(cu): y < /3}. 
This works since Q is regular > lul+. 
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Successor step: assume h, is not a bound for B in Z<,(a). Then for some 
(Y, b! = {y: ga(v) > hs(y)} $J,*(u) (and then any larger LY has this property as 
well). Let is be the minimum such (Y. 
We have b$ $&,(a), i.e., b$ does not force cof < A, and so there is an 
ultrafilter D on a such that b$ E D and cf(n a/D) 2 3c. Let f/D be a bound for 
{g,/D: cr < p} in II u/D. 
Let hs+i(r) = max(hs(y), f(y)) 2 h&y). If a: 5 is, then bc+l# b;, since 
,!+I$ D, bs, E D. 
is ince aSis, we have b$ = {Y: gi,(Y) > ho(~)> CJ<~W {Y: G(Y) >hp(r)> = bc. 
Moreover b$ E D and D fl J&u) = 0 (cf(n u/D) 2 A so no element of D forces 
cof < A). Thus bs, E D. 
On the other hand, since f ~h~+~ and g,/D Cf/D, we have bt+‘= 
(7: hp+~(r) <g=(y)) E {r: f (y) <gdy)le D.1 
If the induction continues up to jul+ (i.e., we do not encounter an upper bound 
for B), use the fact that p > ]a]+ to find (Y such that is < a < p for all /3 < ]a]+. 
Then (b!>++,+ is a strictly decreasing sequence of subsets of a, contra- 
diction. Cl 
1.2. Corollary. Zf cf(n u/D) < A, then 3b E D such that b forces cof < 3L. 
Proof. If not, then D flJ&u) = 0. Let cf(n u/D) = p < A. Let (gJD: (Y < p) be 
cofinal in n u/D. By the theorem there is a g such that Va< p, ga<r,,(ojg and 
thus (since D fl J,,(u) = 0) g, sD g contradicting the fact that the gE’s are cofinal 
in flu/D. 0 
1.3. Restatement. For ultrafilters D on a, cf(I’I u/D) < AeD fl J&u) f 0. 
Observations about the ideals &,(a): 
(1) ~4 < )L implies &,(a) E J.&u); 
(2) For limit cardinals )L, Z<,(u) = lJ P<~J<P(a). Proof. BY (I), U,<~J,,(a) G 
J<*(u). Assume Z<,(u) - lJ ,,,&,(a) contains b G a. Let D be an ultrafilter such 
that beD and DflLJ r<lJ<r(u) = 0. Then cf(n u/D) must be <A since b E D, 
and must be >p for all p< A, which is impossible.] 
1.4. Lemma. A is a possible true cofinulity of II all for some Z if and only if 
J<,(U) #J<*+(u). 
Proof. (3) Extend the dual filter of Z to an ultrafilter D. Since f erg implies 
f <Dg, any cofinal sequence in n u/Z is also cofinal in n u/D and hence 
tcf(nu/D) = tcf(n u/Z) = A. By Corollary 1.2 there is some b ED which forces 
cof < il+. Then b E JCA+ - J&u). 
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(+) If b E J<k+ - J<,(a), then there an ultrafilter D containing b such that 
cf(n u/D) > A. and hence cf(n a/D) = A. Cl 
1.5. Remark. If every ultraproduct of a by an ultrafilter extending the dual filter 
of Z has the same cofinality A, then tcf(n a/Z) = A. (See Corollary 4.3.) 
Define the set pcf(u) of possible cofinulities of a to be 
pcf(u) = {A: A is realized as the true cofinality of some reduced product n u/Z} 
= {A: A is realized as the cofinality of some ultraproduct n u/D}. 
1.6. Note. Since (J,*(u): 13. is a cardinal) is an increasing sequence of subsets of 
P(u) which is continuous at limits and satisfies J,(u) #J<,+(u) whenever 
A E pcf(u), we have lpcf(u)l < 2’“‘. (This will be used in Section 5 when we show 
that X2 < ‘P+~+,~+.) 
1.7. Question. Is lpcf(u)l = lul? 
1.8. Remarks on pcf(a). (1) pcf(u) has a maximal element. [Proof. There is a 
least cardinal A for which J<,(u) = Z’(u) (or equivalently a E J<*(u)). (If not, let 
D be an ultrafilter extending the dual filter of lJ {J&u): il is a cardinal} and 
let il. = cf(Hu/D). For some b ED, b forces cof< A+, and hence b E J,,+(u), 
contradiction.) By observation (2) above, A. is not a limit cardinal, and hence for 
some K, A=K+. If K were singular, then J<,(u) = J<,(u) contradicting the 
minimality of A. Thus K is a regular cardinal, and since J<,(u) # JCK+(u), we have 
K E pcf(u) is the maximal element of pcf(u).] 
(2) pcf(u) is not necessarily an interval of cardinals. To take a trivial example, 
a = {X,,: 1 <n < o} cannot realize Xzn+i. For more significant examples see [7]. 
We conclude this section with one more property of pcf(u). 
1.9. Lemma. Zf min(u) > lpcf(u)l (e.g. ‘f I min(u) > 2’“‘), then pcf(pcf(u)) = pcf(u). 
Proof. Let b = pcf(u). Then pcf(u) E pcf(b) ( use principal ultrafilters). For the 
converse choose A. E pcf(b) and let D be an ultrafilter on b such that cf(n b/D) = 
A. For each /3 E b, there is an ultrafilter DB on a such that cf(n u/DO) = p. Let D* 
be the ultrafilter on a which averages (DB: /3 E b), i.e., for A c a, 
For each p E b, let (f{/Dp: 6 < p) b e an increasing cofinal sequence in 
n u/DB. Let (gs/D: 6 <h) be cofinal in n b/D. For 6 <A and (Y E a, let 
h,(a) = su~{f$a,(a): P E b]. 
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Since min(a) > Ipcf(a)I = lbl, we have ha(~) < a for each cx E a. We will show 
that for each h/D* E n u/D*, there is a 6r < A such that 
(It easily follows from this that there is a subsequence of (ha/D*: 6 < A) which is 
increasing and cofinal in n a/D*.) 
Fix h/D*. For each p E 6, let 6, be such that h/Dp S f &/D,. Let 6r < A be 
such that (&),&D sgs,/D. Then for any 6 2 6i, there is a B E D such that 
VP E B, 6, SgS(p). Let A = { aEu:h(m)ch,(a)}. Fix DEB. For some ABe 
DP, VacAB, h(a) Cf&(a) Cf!&(m) c ha(a), and hence a EA. Thus A E D, 
for all 6 E B which implies A E D*. 0 
2. The main theorem 
2.1. Theorem. Suppose A = cf(nu/D). Let p = limDu, i.e., y is the unique 
cardinal such that for each ordinal p < y, {a E a: j3 < a s p} E D. Then for each 
regular A’ for which ,u < A’ < k there is a set a’ of regular cardinals, Ia’1 c Ia\, and 
an ultrafilter D’ on a’ such that lim,, u’ = p and cf(KI u’/D’) = il’. 
2.2. Corollary. Zf a = (p, p) is an interval of regular cardinals, A’ is regular, 
p < A’ < il and A E pcf(u), then A’ E pcf(u). 
Proof. For any ultrafilter D on u, we have lim, a < p. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The idea will be to construct a sequence (fa/D: (Y -=c A’) in 
n u/D which has a least upper bound g/D with the cardinals cf(g(a)) for (Y E a 
cofinal in ~1, and then to argue that &cf(g(cY))/D has cofinality A’. 
Note that we may assume that ,u is a limit cardinal since otherwise A. = ~1 and 
there is nothing to prove. Before proceeding we need the following lemma. 
2.3. Lemma. Suppose D is an ultrujilter on an infinite cardinal K, A is a regular 
cardinal >K+, and (fm/D: (Y < A) is an increasing sequence in ON”/D. 
We will say that h/D E ON”/D cuts (fa/D: LY < A) if there are LY < p < il such 
that falD <h/D < fslD. When d E ON”/D, we will say that & cofinally cuts 
(f,/D: a < ;1) if for each a < A. there is an h/D E ~4 which cuts (f,/D: y < A) und 
satisfies fa/D <h/D. 
Then, either (falD: (Y < ,I) has a least upper bound in ON”/D, or there are sets 
of ordinals S, for a < K such that IS, I S K and II, &ID cofinully cuts (fa ID: LY < 
A>. 
Proof. By induction on p < K+ we define a decreasing sequence of bounds for 
(f=/D: a<A). ho/D is any bound for (fm/D: C-X< A) such that for all 6 <K and 
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all (Y < 3c, f=(S) < h,(6). At the successor stage of the induction from j3 to p + 1, 
if h, is a least upper bound for (&lD: a < A), then we are done. Otherwise let 
ho+1 -c~ h, be a strictly smaller upper bound for (fn/D: (Y < A). 
Now suppose /I is a limit ordinal and we have defined h,/D for y < fi. For 
6 < K let S, = {h,(d): y < /?}. For each (Y < A define g, by 
g,(6) = the minimum member of S, which is >fm(S). 
Note that g,lD c h,lD for all y < /3. Also, if 1y < (Y’, then fa/D <far/D and 
hence gJD cg,,lD. 
Case 1. g,lD (a< A) is not eventually constant. If my< (Y’ and g,/D #g,,/D, 
then g,lD sfa81D. Since g,lD E & SalD and I&l 6 K, we have arranged the 
second alternative of the lemma. 
Case 2. g,lD (a < A) is eventually constant. Let ho/D be the stable value of 
g,lD. Then Vcu < A, h,lD 2 f,lD, and Vy < /3, h,lD s h,/D. 
Assume we are able to carry this definition through all stages /3 < K+. Consider 
for 6 < K, 36 = {hp(S): p < K+} and g,(6) is the minimum member of S, which is 
>fa(6). (Note: &ID =s hplD for all j3 < K+.) For each a choose a limit ordinal 
p(cu) < K+ so that V6 < K, g,(6) = h,.(6) for some p’ <p(a). Since A > K+, we 
can find a p and unboundedly many (Y < i\. for which /3(a) = p. For such (Y’S, 
V6 < K, So,(S) = hp,(b) for some p’ <p. At stage 6 in the induction when we 
defined the gal’s we obtained exactly g, = &. Since the induction proceeded, the 
g,‘s were eventually constant with stable value ho/D. Consider an o for which 
g,lD = h,lD, P(a) = 0. We have h,lD =galD =&ID c h,,,lD < h,/D, 
contradiction. Hence the induction must stop at some stage /3 < K+, and this 
proves the lemma. 0 
Now we return to the proof of the theorem. We would like to define an 
increasing sequence (fm/D: cx<A’) of elements of na/D so that the second 
alternative of the lemma will be ruled out, and the ordinals appearing in the least 
upper bound will have cofinalities approaching p. 
Fix a sequence (T&: (Y < A’) ( a ‘silly square’ sequence) so that for each a < A’ 
the following properties hold: 
(i) ‘Zm is a collection of subsets of (Y, 
(ii) I%=[ GA’, 
(iii) there is an E E %& such that E is a club subset of (Y and otp(E) = cf(a), 
(iv) V/3 < (Y, VE E Ym, En /I E %@. 
(To get such a sequence, choose a club %& c a of order type cf(n) for each 
(Y < A’, and define %& = { ?Zfl fl a: /3 < A’}.) 
Let fo/D be any member of rl a/D. At stage j3 of the induction we are given 
(f,: y < p). Since /3 < Iz, there is an ho/D E II u/D such that f,/D < h,/D for all 
y < /I. For each E E %$ define gg E n u as follows: 
for (Y E a, gg(cz) = max(h,,(cu), sup{fy(a): y E E, (Y > otp(E)}). 
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(When a > otp(E), IEl s otp(E) < CY and hence the supremum in the definition of 
& is <a.) 
Since A’ < A, there is a strict upper bound fslD for {&/II: E E %$e,>. 
2.4. Crucial claim. There do not exist p’ < p and subsets S, E IX for CY E (Y such 
that IS,1 G ,u’ and II, SJD cofinally cuts (fmlD: a< A’). 
Proof. Suppose the claim is false. We may assume that p’ > Ial since lal+ < 
min(a) < u. Let B c A’ be a club such that for all y, y’ E B, if y < y’, then there is 
a k/D E II, S,lD such that f,lD s k/D s f,*/D. Let p be a singular limit point of 
B such that cf(/3) = (cl’)’ < p. Let E E %& be a club in /3 such that otp(E) = cf(j3). 
Then E fl B is club in j3. 
Let E rl B rl/3 = { yi: i < cf(@} (increasing enumeration). 
For i < cf(p) choose ki l n, S, such that f,/D ski/D <fY,+,/D. For each 
i < cf(B), fyi/D > g&, /D and for all (Y > otp(E f~ vi) (and in particular for all 
(Y > otp(E)), gj&((u) af,,(a), for all j < i. 
For each i < cf(@ choose Cui > otp(E) such that 
(i) f,(ai) ski(mi) sfy,+,(mi), 
(ii) f,(&) > gl!“,(@i). 
Since Ial < p’, there is a set of limit ordinals I G cf(/3) of size cf(/3) and an LY E a 
so that for each i E Z, Cui = a. For i <j, i, j E Z, we have 
where the second inequality holds because yi+r E E n yj and CY > otp(E). Hence 
(ki(cU): i E Z) is strictly increasing, contradicting IS,1 < ,u’ < (p’)+ = cf(p). This 
proves the claim. Cl 
Returning to the proof of the theorem, we have, by the lemma and the crucial 
claim, that (fs/D: @<A’) has a least upper bound g/D in 0N”lD. Since 
cf(n a/D) = A > A’, without loss of generality g(a) < CY for each (Y E a. Also, since 
g/D is a least upper bound for (h/D: /3 <A’) (which is strictly increasing), 
{(u E a: g(a) is a limit ordinal} E D and we may as well assume VCX E a, g(a) is a 
limit ordinal. Fix a club S, C~(CY) of order type cf(g(a)) and enumerate it as 
(S,(i): i < cf(g(a))). 
We now check that limD cf(g(a)) = P. Suppose that cf(g(a)) 6 ,u’ for all (Y E b, 
for some p’ < ,u and some b E D. Since the g(cr)‘s are limit ordinals, for any 
/I,, < Iz’, there is a g’ E n, S, such that f,,,/D <g’/D <g/D. By minimality of 
g/D, there must be a PI > PO such that g’/D < fs,/D. Hence n, SJD cofinally 
cuts (fJD: (Y < A’), contradicting the crucial claim. Thus lim, cf(g(cu)) = y. 
For each /3 < A’, let &(a) = S,(i) for the least i such that fs(cu) s S,(i). (Since 
fs/D <g/D, this makes sense for most a.) 
Then {fP: /3 < A’} is cofinal in II, S,/D [Proof. If f E& S, E II a, then 
f/D<glD and hence there is a /~-CA’ such that flD<fslDCfOID.] Thus 
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cf(fl, S,/D) < A’. If 8 G II, S,/D has size <A’, then we can find PO < A’ such that 
each member of 8 has a bound in {ffi: p < /&}. Since each _$/D is <g/D, there 
are E(p) > /3 such that &/D <fECB,/D. Let /3i < il’ be an upper bound for 
{E(p): /l< PO}. Then VP <PO, .&ID <fs,/D ~_$,lD. Thus cf(n, L/D) = A’. 
Let a’ = {cf(g(cu)): (Y E a}. Define an ultrafilter D’ on a’ by 
AED’ e {a~a:cf(g(cu))~A}~D. 
If p’<p, then, since {a:cf(g(cu))==p’}eD, we have {cL’Eu’:u’~~‘}ED’. 
Hence limD, a’ = ~1. In particular most cardinals in a’ are larger than la]. Thus if 
we define for /3 < A’ 
?Xcf(&))) = P{ su i < cf(g(a)): 3y E a cf(g(y)) = cf(g(a)) andfO(y) = S,(i)}, 
then _?b(cf(g(a))) < cf(g(a)) f or most (Y mod D. Hence fb/D E II al/D. If f’ E 
fl a’ is arbitrary, f’ induces f E II S, given by f(a) = S,(f ‘(cf(g(a)))). For some 
/3 < A’, f ID <.&ID and hence f’/D’<f6/D’ [for most y (mod D) we have 
f(y) T&(Y) and thus 
f ‘(cf(g(y))) = the i such that f(y) = S,(i) 
<the j such that $(y) = S,(j) 
+(cf(g(Y)))l. 
Thus cf(n u’)/D’ s A’. If 8’ in u’/D’ has size <A’, then the set 8 G U, S,/D of 
induced functions is bounded above by some &ID. As before this means 8” is 
bounded above by fb/D. Thus cf(fl u’)/D’ = il’. This proves the theorem. Cl 
3. Jonsson algebras 
Recall that an algebra ti = (A, (_/j)i<o) with countably many finitary operations 
is a Jonsson algebra if & has no proper subalgebra B = (B, (h ) B)i,,) with 
IBI = IA 1. See [l] for more on Jonsson algebras. We will recall in Theorems 
3.2-3.5 some of the circumstances under which Jonsson algebras are known to 
exist, and use the theorem of the previous section to construct Jonsson algebras in 
ZFC on the successors of certain singular cardinals (Theorems 3.6 and 3.7). 
3.1. Lemma. For any cardinal A, there is a Jonsson algebra on il if and only if for 
some (or equivalently for all) regular 0 2 A+ and for all M < H(8) we have: if 
3LEMundIMflAl=A, thenA.cM. 
(Note. When 0 = A+, ‘Iz E M’ is automatic. Also it will be clear from the proof 
that H(8) can be replaced by any countable expansion (H(O), E, . . .) of itself.) 
Proof. (+) Since A E M and any Jonsson algebra on A is in H(O), there is a 
Jonsson algebra .& = (A, (f;:)ico) on A, &EM. Let B=ArlM. Then 93= 
(B, (h 1 B)i,,) is a subalgebra of &, IBI = il and thus B = A and A E M. 
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(G) Fix any M < H(8) of size A such that 3c c M. Expand M with a bijection 
h : A- M. Then (M, E, h) has no proper elementary submodel of size A. (If 
(N, E, h 1 (A f~ IV)) 4 (M, E, h), (NI = A, then A EN (A. is the least ordinal not in 
dam(h)) and IN fl A1 = Ih-‘(IV)1 = A. Therefore, A c N and ran(h) = M c N.) 
Take the Jonsson algebra to be M together with a set of Skolem functions for 
(M, E, h). 0 
Note that there is trivially a Jonsson algebra on X,,. 
3.2. Theorem. If there is a Jonsson algebra on A, then there is one on Ai. 
Proof. Let M < H()3++), A+ EM, IM II )3+1 = A’. For some cr E M f~ A-+, IM fl(~I 
= A. Since M contains a bijection between A. and a, we also have IM fl ill = ,I. 
Since il E M (A is the predecessor of A’), we have A E M, and hence LY 5 M for all 
cuEMnA+. 0 
3.3. Theorem (Tryba, Woodin). If A is regular and there is a nonreflecting 
stationary subset of A, then there is a Jonsson algebra on A. (In particular there is a 
Jonsson algebra on K+ if K is regular.) 
Proof. Let M <II( AE M, IM fl AI =A. Let E E M be a nonreflecting 
stationary subset of il. Let C = {(Y < A: sup(M rl (u) = (Y}. Then C is closed 
unbounded in Iz. 
Claim. C n E EM. If not, let (Y E (C n E)\M. Let y be the least member of M 
above a. (Note that y must be a limit ordinal). In M choose a closed unbounded 
C, G y disjoint from E. For any /3 E M n (Y, we have that [p, y) rl C,, n M is 
nonempty, which by definition of y means that C, fl a: is unbounded in CY. But 
then a E C, fl E, contradiction. 
Write E = kJa.h E,, where the E,‘s are disjoint and stationary. Also assume 
(E @: a < A) E M. By the claim we have, for each a, < A, E, fl C E M. In particular 
E, fl M is nonempty, which implies (Y E M. Thus A c M. 0 
If GCH holds, then there is a Jonsson algebra on every successor cardinal. 
3.4. Theorem (Erdiis, Hajnal, Rado). Zf 2”= K+, then there is a function 
f :[K+]'-+K+ such that for each A E K+ of size K+, f “[Al2 = K+. In particular, 
there is a Jonsson algebra on K+ (namely (K+, f)). 
Proof. List [K+]" as (SO: KC j? < K+) so that VP, SO G 6. Fix LYE (K, K+). We 
will define f (6, (u) for 6 < (Y so that 
vpE[K, a)tlv<a:36<af(6, (Y)=Y and &r$S,. (*) 
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(Then we are done: given A E [K+]~+ and Y < K+, choose /3 such that S, c_ A, take 
any (Y E A larger than both v and p, and apply (* ) to get 6 E S, GA such that 
f(& mu) = v.) 
To arrange (*), list [K, a) X (Y as {(pi, vi): i < K} and inductively choose 
6; E $\{~5~i:j < i}. Then let f(si, a) = vi. •i 
If V = L, then we have even more, as shown in the next theorem. 
3.5. Theorem (Keisler, Rowbottom). Zf V = L, then for every infinite cardinal I., 
there is a Jonsson algebra on A. 
Proof. The Jonsson algebra of size A is any Skolem expansion of LA. For suppose 
M < LA is a proper elementary submodel of size A. Then the transitive collapse of 
M (by the condensation lemma) must be L I. Let j : Ln = M -C Ln be the inverse of 
the collapsing map. Since M is proper, there is a least E < A for which j(E) > E. It 
is not hard to see that 5 is a regular cardinal and that D = {A G &Y: 5 E j(A)} is a 
&complete nonprincipal ultrafilter on 5, contradicting Scott’s Theorem. El 
3.6. Theorem. There is a Jonsson algebra on K,+1. 
(This result from [20] was known previously (see [ 111) if 2% c Xo+l by similar 
methods.) 
Proof. Let ,U = K,, 8 = (2’“)+. Fix M < H(8) such that p+ E M, IM rl p+/ = p+. 
By elementarity, 
(i) a={X,:neW}EMandaEM, 
(ii) (since each ultrafilter D on a belongs to H(B)), there is an ultrafilter D on 
u, DEM and a sequence (fp:P<p+)~Mnna such that (fs/D:p<pFL+) is 
increasing and cofinal in ~ a/D. 
If for cofinally many a E a we have IM rl al = (Y, then, since there is a Jonsson 
algebra on each (Y E a, we have Va E a, a: EM. It follows that p EM and hence 
(since M contains bijections between p and each 5 E M fl [p, p+)) p+ G M and we 
are done. 
So assume that for all sufficiently large (Y E a, g(a) = sup(M n a) < CY. Then 
g/D E II a/D and so for some /3 E M fl pc, g/D Cfp/D. In particular, for some 
CY E a c M, we have g(a) <fp(a) which is absurd since fs(a) E M fl (Y. Cl 
More generally we have the following result. 
3.7. Theorem. Zf p is a singular cardinal, A < p, and for each regular A’ E (I., p), 
A’ carries a Jonsson algebra, then ,u+ carries a Jonsson 
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Proof. Let 8 = (29+. Fix M < (H(8), E, (&,) where the E’s are Skolem 
functions for (H(B), E) and are closed under composition (so that the closure of 
a set X G H(8) under the e’s is simply Uico FYX). Assume that p+ E M, 
IM n p+I = p+. 
There is an ultrafilter concentrating on the tails of a cofinal set of regular 
cardinals in p (of size cf(p)). The cofinality of the reduced product of this cofinal 
set modulo the ultrafilter must be >p. By the main theorem (Theorem 2.1), 
p+ = cf(rI a/D) f or some set a E p of regular cardinals and some ultrafilter D on 
a such that max((a), A) < min(a) and lim, a = p. Also we can choose D and a in 
M, and we can choose (fs:P<p+)EMnIIu such that (fs/D:p<p+) is 
increasing and cofinal in n u/D. 
If A = {(Y E M n a: sup(M n a) = cu} is cofinal in p, then, since each LY E a 
carries a Jonsson algebra, we have ,u EM and therefore CL+ EM, and we are 
done. Assume that sup+(A) = p’ < p (where sup+ denotes strict supremum). Let 
M’ be the closure under the 4’s of M U a. For each (Y EM n [p’, p), sup(M fl 
(~)<a and hence sup(M’flcu)<a. [Proof Fix aEMn[p’,p). If SGM is 
finite, then for each i < o, Fy(S U a) fl a is bounded below a (since (Y > lul) and 
by elementarity there is such a bound as,i E M. Since each element of M’ is in 
F;(S Uu) for some i> o and some finite SE M, we have sup(M’ fl1y) =G 
sup{ as,i: i < W, S finite GM} 6 sup(M fl (u) < (u.] 
Notice that for some y” E [y’, p), and for any /3 E a n [p”, cl), sup(M’ n /3) < p. 
[Proof. If not, then, since each /3 E a carries a Jonsson algebra, we have p GM’. 
Either there is an a E [p’, p) such that (Y EM rl a, in which case a c ~1 EM’ 
and this contradicts what we have just proven. 
Or M fl a E ~1’. In this case A is nonempty, say Q: E A, and thus cf(,u) G Ial < 
(Y E M. But M contains a cofinal sequence cf(p)- p; if cf(p) G M, then M n p is 
cofinal in p and thus M fl a is cofinal in ,u, contradiction.] 
Now we are in the same position as in the proof of the previous theorem, 
except that M is replaced by M’, and the proof can be finished exactly as 
before. 0 
3.8. Problems. 
(1) Can there be a successor cardinal which does not carry a Jonsson algebra? 
(2) Is there (in ZFC) a Jonsson algebra on K,? 
3.9. Remark. See the end of Section 4 for a considerable strengthening of 
Theorems 3.3 and 3.6. For another strengthening of Theorem 3.3 when A = X,, 
see [12] where it is shown that there is a Jonsson group on ts,. 
4. The true cofinality of II a/I 
This section deals with the cofinality of n u/Z when Z is not maximal. 
4.1. Theorem. Let Z be any ideal on a, A a regular cardinal, and (fn: (Y < A) u 
sequence of elements of IIu. Zf (fall: a < A) is increasing (i.e. cr<p+ f,/Zs 
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fell) and not bounded in II a/Z, then there is a sequence (b,: y < A) of subsets of a 
such that for each y, y,, y2 < A, 
(a) bO$Z, 
(b) y1 < ~2 3 b,, GI b,, (i.e. b,,\b,, E I), 
(c) ((f, 1 b,)/Z: p <A) is co&al in II b,/Z, 
and there is a function g E II a which is a bound for (f,: y > A) modulo the 
(possibly improper) ideal generated by Z U {b,,: y < A}. 
Proof. Note that, since each a E a is > lal+ and (fE: a< A) is not bounded 
modulo Z, we must have h > la!+. 
Assume that the theorem is false. By induction on a < Ial+, we will define 
g, E II a such that 
cy< P < bl+ * vf3 E ag,(fi) Ggp(@, 
and we will let 
Note. (1) By definition of the b;‘s, g, is a bound for (f,: y < A) modulo the 
ideal generated by Z U {b,“: y < A}. 
(2) Fix cx < Ial+. Since (f,/Z: y < A) is increasing, for each y1 < yz< Iz, we 
have byS c,bF2. Also, for y large enough, say y 2 E(a), b;$ I. [When b;e Z, 
fu/ZSg,/Z; use the fact that (fall: cu< A) is increasing and not bounded in 
II a/Z.] 
(3) For fixed y, b,” is a g-decreasing function of a: 
Notice that part (c) of the conclusion of the lemma fails for each (Y < (al+ if we 
let b, = b; for y 2 .$(a) and b, = b&,, for y < E(a). (Parts (a) and (b) as well as 
the last statement (with g = g@) are automatically satisfied, by the note above, 
and we are assuming that the theorem is false.) 
We will reach a contradiction by arranging that for each (Y and all sufficiently 
large Y, 
LX+0 
b, 5bF. (*) 
(Then, since il> [a(+, there will be a yO independent of (Y such that (*) holds for 
all y 3 yO and all a, which means that (b$ (Y < Ial+) is a strictly decreasing 
sequence of subsets of a, contradiction.) 
Let go be any member of II a. At limit stages (Y, for each 6 E a, take 
ge(8) = supaCags(b) (which is <6 since la( < 6). 
Given g,, choose y(a) 2 2j( ) (Y such that ((f, 1 bTC,,)lZ: p < A) is not cofinal in 
n b$,,/Z. Choose h E II a such that (h 1 byC,,)/Z is not bounded by any 
(f, ( b;(,,)/Z, p <A. Note that for all y 3 y(a), (h ) bya)/Z is not bounded by any 
(f, 1 b;YL P < A. 
Define g,+d@ = maxk,(@, h(@) f or each 6 E a. We must check (*). Suppose 
y 2 y(a). There is a 6 E by” for which h(6) > f,(S). By definition of go,+l, this 6 is 
not in bF+‘, and thus br+l E by, as desired. 0 
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4.2. Corollary. Zf Z is an ideal on a, n all is A-directed, D is an ultrafilter disjoint 
from I, and cf(n a/D) = A, then 3b E D such that tcf(n b/Z) = A. 
Proof. Let (f,/D: p <A) be an increasing cofinal sequence of elements of 
fl a/D. Since n a/Z is A-directed, we may assume that (&/I: p < A) is increasing. 
(f,/Z: p <A) is unbounded in fl a/Z. (A bound on (f,/Z: p < A) in fl a/Z would 
be a bound on (f,/D: p <A.) in n a/D.) By the theorem, we can find subsets 
{b,: a < A} of a such that for each (Y, ((f, 1 b,)/Z: p < A) is cofinal in n b,lZ (and 
thus tcf(n b,/Z) = h) and (f,: p <A) is bounded modulo the ideal Z* generated 
by ZU {b,: a<A}. 
Now we are done: for some a<A we must have 6, ED. (Otherwise 
D fl Z* = 0, which would mean that (fp: p <A) is bounded modulo D since it is 
bounded modulo Z*.) 0 
4.3. Corollary. Let Z be an ideal on a such that for each ultrafilter D on a which is 
disjoint from I, we have cf(n a/D) = A. Then tcf(n a/Z) = A. 
Proof. First note that J<,(a) c I: otherwise there would be a b E JCA(a)\Z, and an 
ultrafilter D disjoint from Z such that b E D; but b forces cof < il, contradicting 
our assumption about I. 
Let Z* = {b E a: either b E Z or tcf(fl b/Z) = A}. Z* is an ideal. [The functions 
witnessing the second condition for two b’s can be pieced together to witness the 
same condition for their union. The other cases are trivial.] 
We claim that a E Z* (which finishes the proof). Suppose not. Since J,,(a) G I, 
I1 a/Z is A-directed. Let D be disjoint from I*. By hypothesis, cf(fl a/D) = A. By 
Corollary 4.2 there is a b E D such that tcf(n b/Z) = A, contradicting D rl Z* = 
0. q 
4.4. Corollary. Zf b E J<,+(a) -J<,(a), then tcf(n blJCA(a)) = A. 
Proof. Consider the ideal Z generated by J<*(a) U {a - b}. If D is any ultrafilter 
disjoint from I, then D is disjoint from J<,(a) and hence cf(n a/D) 2 A. Since 
a - b E Z, we have b E D; but b EJ,,+(a), which implies cf(n a/D) < A+, and 
hence cf(n a/D) = A. 
By Corollary 4.3., tcf(na/Z) = A. This implies tcf(n b/JCA(a)) = d, since Z 
contains a - b. III 
4.5. Example. When a = {K,: n > l}, we have J<,,,,+,(a) is the Frechet ideal. We 
know that Xw+l E pcf(a). Thus there is a b E J<K,,+2(a) - JCKCO+,(a). By Corollary 
4.4, tcf(b/Frechet) = Xl,,+l. 
4.6. Theorem. J ,h+(a) is generated over J&a) by adding a single set. 
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Proof. We will give the proof here only for the case min(a) > 2’“‘. (This will 
suffice for many of the applications we have in mind. For the general case, see 
Theorem 7.9.) 
4.7. Claim. Let {ba: a < p} cJ,,+(a) f or some y < A. Then there exists a b E 
J<,+(a) such that Va < P, b, ~-.,<~(o) b. 
Proof. We may assume that for each LY, b, E J<,+(a) -J<,(a). Then we have for 
all (Y < p, tcf(n b,/J,,(a)) = A. Choose a sequence (f:: p < A) of functions in 
II a such that ((f,” 1 b,)lJ.&a): p < A> . IS increasing and cofinal in II b,lJCA(a). 
Using the fact that II a/J,*(a) is A-directed, inductively define fz E II a, p < A, so 
that f: bounds {f,“: Q: < CL} U {fz,: p’ < p} modulo J<*(a). Note that (fz: p < A> 
is unbounded modulo J,,(a), since for each (Y, (f;: p < A) is unbounded modulo 
J<&>- 
By Theorem 4.1, we can find g E II a and an increasing (modulo J&a) 
as in Theorem 4.1(b)) sequence (c,. . (Y < A) of subsets of a such that 
((f: [4/J<&): +A) is cofinal in II c,/JCA(a), and g is a bound for (fs: p < 
A) modulo JCL(a) U {c,: cr -=c A}. 
4.8. Subclaim. Va < ,u, 3y < A, b, Q,,(~) cy. 
Proof, Otherwise there is an (Y< p such that for each y < A, b,\c, $ J,*(a), 
which implies that there is an ultrafilter D on a such that Vy < A, b,\c, E D and 
D n J<,(a) = 0. By the definition of the f:‘s, and since f~GJ,i(ajf~, we have 
<(f; 1 b,YJ<,@): P<A) . 1s cofinal in II b,/J,,(a). But now (f:/D: p < A) is 
(since b, E D) cofinal in II a/D, which is impossible since by definition of g this 
sequence is bounded by g/D. This proves the subclaim. 0 
For each a<~, choose y(a) < h such that b, c.,<~(~) c,(,). Let y* = 
sup{ y( a): a < cl} < A.. Because the c,,‘s are increasing modulo J,*(a), we have for 
all Ly < p 
where the second relation holds since for any ultrafilter D on a containing cy*, 
either D n J<,(a) # 0, in which case clearly cf(n a/D) < A+, or D fl J,*(a) = 0, in 
which case ((fz ( c,.)lD: p < A> is cofinal in II c,./D by definition of the cy’s. 
This proves Claim 4.7. 0 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 4.6, if J<,+(a) -J<*(a) +@, then (since 
there is at least one ultrafilter D such that cf(n a/D) = A) we have 
A 2 min(a) > 2’“’ 2 IJCA+(a)j. 
By the claim, there is a c E JCA+(a) such that for all b E J<A+(u), b CJ,~(~) c. SO 
JCn+(a) is the ideal generated by J&a) U {c}. 0 
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For the rest of this section, fix an infinite set a of regular cardinals, (~11 < min(a), 
and fix, for each cardinal A, a set bA generating J<,+(a) over Jcn(a) (b, #0 
precisely when 3, E pcf(a)). 
Note that for any a’ E a, bi = bn fl a is a generator for J<*+(u)) over Jcn(u’). 
Note also that for any ultrafilter D on a we have 
cf 
( ) 
n u/D = min{A: bA E II}. 
[If cf(n u/D) = A, then there is a b E D flJ,,+(u). By definition of bA we have 
bc _,4n(nj bA. Since D II J<,(u) = 0, it follows that b co bA, and so bh E D. If p < A, 
then b, $ D since b, forces cof < p+ G 3L.l 
4.9. Lemma. For any c E a, there are Al, . . . , A, E pcf(c) such that c E 
bA, U . . . U bh,. 
Proof. ConsiderJ={b~c:forsome~,,...,A,Epcf(c),bcbn,U...Ub*“}.J 
is an ideal of subsets of c. If J is not proper, then c E J and we are done. Assume J 
is proper. Let D be an ultrafilter on a such that c E D and D f~ .I = 0. Let 
il= cf(n u/D) E pcf(c). As noted after the definition of bk above, we have 
bn E D, and hence bA rl c E D. By definition of J, bA n c E J, contradicting D n .I = 
0. cl 
4.10. Problem. Does {bA: A E pcf(u)} have a disjoint refinement? (If it does then 
Ipcf(a)l= Ial*) 
We end this section with an application of Corollary 4.4 to partition calculus. 
Let g(n) mean that nf, [A]“,, i.e., there is a function f : [A]‘+ A such that for each 
A G il of size A, f”[A12 = 3L. Then clearly ??‘(A) implies there is a Jonsson algebra 
on A. Theorem 3.4 says that .9”(n) holds if A = 2” = K+. If A is regular and has a 
nonreflecting stationary subset, then 9(A). (See [25, p. 2851 or [17, Theorem 
3.11.) Moreover Todorcevic has pointed out [25, p. 2891 that we have the 
following result. 
4.11. Theorem. Zf (K,,: n -C o) is un increasing sequence of regular cardinals such 
that Vn, !?P(K,,) and for some nonprincipal ultraJilter D on w, II, K, JD has a 
cojinul subset of size A+, where A. = sup,, K,,, then CP(iz+). 
Proof. Let (f=: a < A+) be a sequence of elements of n, K, which is increasing 
and cofinal modulo D. Let c,: [K,]~+K,, witness .C?(K,) for n < 0. Define 
c: [A+]‘- A witnessing n’f, [A+]‘, as follows: If (Y < p < 3L+, let n be least such 
that fa(n) +fp( n ) and set c((u, p) = c,(f=(n), fs(n)). Fix A c A+ of size A+. If 
6 < A, then, since (fu: cv E A) is cofinal (and hence unbounded) modulo D, for 
some n such that K,, > 6, the set {f,(n): LY E A} has size K,. Then for some 
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s E rIi<n Q, the set {f@(n): s off, (Y E A} has size K,,, and hence there are (Y < p 
in A such that c(a, p) = c,(f,(n), fs(n)) = 6. In order to push the number of 
colors up from A. to A+, choose, for each 0 < A+, a one-to-one function ep : /3+ A 
and define C: [A+]’ -A+ by C((u, 0) = e;‘(c(a, 0)) when cy< p < il+ and c(a, p) 
is in the range of ep. ( Otherwise let c(a, /?) = 0.) It is easy to check that E 
witnesses p(n+). 0 
Thus, for example, 9(X,+,). However, in contrast to Theorem 3.5, if A is a 
strong limit cardinal of countable cofinality, (e.g. A = X,, if V = L), then B(iE) 
fails, in fact A+ [A]:. (See [3, Theorem 54.11.) If V = L and there is a weakly 
compact cardinal K, then K is a regular cardinal for which P(K) fails but on which 
there is a Jonsson algebra. 
Similar to Theorem 3.7 we have the following theorem, using ideas from [26, 
931 (see also [24]). 
4.12. Theorem (Todorcevic). 1f A is a singular cardinal, ,u < il, and for each 
regular K E [p, A), P(K), then s(n+). 
Proof. As in Theorem 4.11, it suffices to show A’+ [A+]:. 
The cofinality of the ultraproduct of a cofinal set of regular cardinals in the 
interval [p, A), modulo any ultrafilter concentrating on the tails of the cofinal set, 
is larger than A. By Corollary 2.2, A+ E pcf(a) for some a E [p, 3L) which is cofinal 
of size cf(n). Hence there is a b E J<,++(a) - JCk+(a). Also, letting I be the ideal 
of bounded subsets of a, we have J<*+(a) cZ. By Corollary 4.4, 
tcf(fl b/J<n+(u)) = A, and hence also tcf(n b/Z) = A. 
Let (f,/Z: LY < A+) be increasing and cofinal in n b/Z. For b’ c b, if b’ is cofinal 
in A (i.e., b’ 4 I), then ( (fm ) b’)/Z: a < A+> is increasing and cofinal in n b’/Z. 
Thus by taking a suitable subset of b, we may assume that for each 6 E b, 
C {qEb: q<6}<6. 
For 6 E b, fix cg : [a]* + 6 witnessing p(6). Define c : [A.+]*+ A as follows. 
If c~ < /3 < A+, suppose there is a largest cardinal 6 E b such that fa(6) 2 fs(6), 
and suppose that in fact fa(6) >&(a). Then let c(a, /3) =~~(f~(S),fs(S)). 
Otherwise let c((Y, j3) = 0. 
To see that this works, fix A c II+ cofinal, and fix a color E < Iz. For each 6 E b 
and y < 6, choose, if possible, an ordinal (Y = (r(6, y) E A so that fn(6) = y. 
Define g E U b by letting 
g(6) = sup{fa(W (Y = a(~, y) for some y < rj < S}, 
for each 6 E b. (Since C {q E b: q < S} < 6, this makes sense.) 
Choose B E A of size A+ and 6,Eb, g<&<il so that for each (YEB, 
vf3 2 60, fa(@ > g(6). s ince B is cofinal in A’ and lb1 s A, we may choose 6, E b, 
& 2 6, such that for all cy< A+, S, = {fs(S,): (Y</? E B} is cofinal in 6,. 
Furthermore, since S, is a G-decreasing function of (Y, there is a set S such that 
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for all sufficiently large a, S, = S. Choose y, < y2, y,, y2 E S such that 
Cs,(Y1, Y2) = 5. 
We will be done if we check that c((u, /3) = E, where (Y = (~(6,) y2), and /3 E B 
is such that p > LY and &(S,) = yl. We have fa(6,) = y2 and fO(S,) = y,. There 
remains to check V6 > 6i, fa(6) <f&S). So fix 6 > 6,. Then since (Y = a(&, y2) 
and /I E B, we have fa(6) <g(6) <fj(S), as desired. •i 
5. Cardinal arithmetic 
For any a< wl, it is known to be consistent that 
Vn < o 2”n= X,,+, and 2*,,= K,+i. (S) 
(More precisely, if (Y is a successor ordinal (respectively a limit ordinal) in (w, oi) 
and there is a measurable cardinal K with O(K) = K+~+~ (respectively O(K) = K+~), 
then there is a forcing extension of the universe in which (S) holds. See [5] for 
more details.) 
In this section we prove the main result from [14, Chapter XIII], which in 
particular gives KX,” < Kc29+. 
5.1. Theorem. Let a be an interval of regular cardinals, a = [min(a), sup(a)), 
such that min(a)‘“’ < sup(a). Then max(pcf(a)) = In al. 
5.2. Example. X”:, < ti(2~rj+. If 2”0 > K,, this is trivial, so suppose 2’0 < Km. Let 
a = (i-4,: n > l}. Then max(pcf(a)) = n, X, = X2. Moreover, Ipcf(a)l G 2’“’ = 2’” 
and by Corollary 2.2 pcf(a) is an interval of regular cardinals. Thus XK:, = 
max(pcf@)) < Xlpcf(a)l+ s K(23+. More generally, Xv’ < QUIZ+ for every limit 
ordinal 6. The proof is completely analogous to the foregoing one, with 
a = [(2’“‘)+, X,). In Theorem 5.10 we will show X$ < Xc2”)+ for all IX < (2’“)+. 
5.3. Remark. In the standard models where K, is a strong limit and 2”w = 
x o+o+2, we have max(pcf({K,+,: 0 <n < CD>)) c Xo+o+lr but II, X,,, 2 X2 = 
x w+w+2. Thus the assumption that min(a)‘“’ <sup(a) cannot be replaced by 
2’“’ < min(a). 
5.4. Proof of Theorem 5.1. First note that we may additionally assume that 
2’“’ < min(a). 
[Assume the theorem for this special case. If a satisfies the hypothesis of the 
theorem as stated, and we let a, = a n [0, min(a)‘“‘], a, = a n (min(a)‘“‘, sup(a)), 
then we have Il a, G (min(a)‘“‘)‘“’ < min(a,), and hence II a = n a,. n al = n a,. 
Moreover, 2’“” G 2’“’ < min(a)‘“’ < min(a,) and min(aJ’“” = min(a,) - (min(a)‘“‘)‘“” 
= min(a,) <sup(a) = sup(a,). By the special case, n a, = max(pcf(al)). 
Then we have max(pcf(a)) G II a = II a, = max(pcf(ai)) G max(pcf(a)), where the 
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first inequality is obvious, and the last inequality holds because a, c u. Thus max 
(pcf(a)) = n a.] 
Let K = max(pcf(a)). 
Clearly rcGlna1. We have to show InulC~. 
Fix a large enough regular cardinal 8. Identify H(B) with the structure 
(H(O), E, <*), where <* well-orders H(8). We will define ‘nice’ elementary 
substructures of H(O), show that there are only K many of them, that none of 
them contains more than K elements of n a, and that they cover all of n a. 
As in Section 4, fix for each A c K a set bA generating J<,+(u) over J<,(u), and 
take b, = a. Assume also that ( bn: A S K) is the <*-least such sequence. 
We will say that N < H(8) is nice if INI = min(u), and the following two 
conditions hold: 
(a) N is ‘internally approachable’, i.e., there is a continuous elementary chain 
(Ni: i < Ial+) such that N = lJi_+,+ Niandforeachj<lui’, (N;:i<j)eN. 
(b) a E N, min(u) c_ N. 
Note. (1) If N is nice, then, since a E N, we have by elementarity that pcf(u) E N. 
Since min(u) > 2’“’ 3 lpcf(u)) and min(u) EN, we have pcf(u) c N (N contains a 
map of min(u) onto pcf(u)) and for J, E pcf(u) we have bA EN, JCA(u) EN. (We 
need 2’“’ < min(u) only to get pcf(u) E N.) 
(2) For each member x of H(O), there is a nice N such that x E N. 
5.5. Main claim. [{N n sup(u): N is nice }I G K. (For future reference we em- 
phasize that this claim is a theorem of ZFC, as long as ipcf(u)l < min(a).) 
Proof of the theorem assuming the Main claim 5.5. For each f E n a, there is 
a nice N such that f~ N. Then f~ Nn (a x sup(u)). Since a c N, Ntl (a x 
sup(u)) = a x (N fl sup(u)). By the main claim there are at most K possibilities 
for this intersection. Note that f E (N n sup(u))” and hence the number of f’s 
which belong to a nice M for which M fl sup(u) = N n sup(u) is at most 
IN rl sup(~)ll”~ < min(u)‘“’ < sup(u) s K. Now we have In a( G I{N fl sup(u): N is 
nice}1 . IN fl sup(u)l’“’ G K . K = K, as desired. Cl 
Proof of Main claim 5.5. Let xN(v) = sup(N n q) for rl E a. 
5.6. Claim. N n sup(u) is defermined by XNfor nice II. 
Proof. By induction on all cardinals rl such that min(u) d rl c sup(u), we show 
that N fl n is determined by xN. 
By assumption N fl min(u) = min(u), and when 7) is a limit cardinal N n n = 
U ,,‘<,, N n 17’ is determined by xN if each N fl r~’ is determined by x,,, for r~’ < 71. 
Assume now that xN determines N rl tl for some 7) < sup(u). Since a is an 
interval of regular cardinals, we have r]+ E a G N. Also there is a closed 
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unbounded subset E of xN(n+) = sup(N rl q+) of order type lul+ such that E E N. 
(In particular sup(N rl n+) has cofinality Ial+.) [Proof For each i < [al+, we have 
rl+, Nj EN and thus also SUp(Ni tl n+) E N and E = {sup(N, (7 q+): i < [al+} E 
N fl q+. E is closed, by continuity of (Ni: i < [al+), and is cofinal in N tl n+ since 
N = Ui<,o,+ N.1 
Let N’ be nice and such that xN, = xN. We know that N’nn=Nnq and 
sup(N’ tl n+) = x,,,,(T]+) = x~(T]+) = sup(N rl ?I+). Since lul+ is uncountable, 
there is a closed unbounded subset of xN(n+) =X&T]+) which is a subset of 
NnN’. HenceNnN’nn+iscofinalinbothNfln+andN’fln+. 
Fixan auNflN’tlr]+- n. There is a bijectionf : T,I-+ a. Since N, N’ <H(8), 
the <*-least such f is in both N and N’. Since N fl n = N’ n n, we have 
N fl o =f”(N n r,r) =f”(N’ n r~) = N’ n (Y. Thus N n n+ = N’ n q+. This proves 
Claim 5.6. 0 
Now the Main claim 5.5 will follow if we show the following. 
5.7. Main claim revised. I {xN: N is nice}) c K. 
Proof. For each A E pcf(u) we have bA E Z<,+(u) -Z<*(u) (in particular bA # 0) 
and (by Corollary 4.4) tcf(n bA/J,A(u)) = A. 
Let (8:: i < A) be a sequence of elements of n a such that (g” 1 bA: i < A) is 
increasing and cofinal in n bA modulo Z<,(u). Inductively define a second 
sequence (f”: i < A) of elements of fl a so that (ft 1 b 1: i < A) is strictly increasing 
in fl bA modulo Z<*(u); when cf(i) # lul+ we have f”(P) 3 &I) for all /3 E a (so 
that (ff 1 bA: i < A) is cofinal in II bk mod.Z,,(u)); and when i is a limit ordinal of 
cofinality la I +, we have for each /I E a, 
f”(P) = min{sup{ff(/3): j E C}: C is club in i}. (*I 
Note. When i < A, cf(i) = Ial+, we have the following. 
(1) f”(P) < p since /3 > Ial+: 
(2) If C, G i is a club such that f”(P) = sup{f#I): j E C,}, then by minimality 
of f”(P), we may replace C, by any club C G C,. In particular we can use the 
same club C = n,,, C, for each /3. 
(3) Now f”(B) Vi”(P) f or all 0 e a if j E C. Since C is cofinal in i, it follows 
easily that f” lb* >f;l bA modulo .ZcA(u) for each j < i. 
For each A E pcf(u), choose the <*-least (ff: i < A) which is increasing and 
cofinal in n bn modulo Z<,(u) and satisfies (*) whenever cf(i) = lul+ and p E a. 
Then (ft: i < A) belongs to each nice N. 
5.8. Lemma. Zf N is nice, rZ E pcf(u) and p = sup(N rl A), then 
f+xN and xN 1 bA, = f i 1 bk module J<,(u). 
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Proof. p is clearly a limit ordinal. As in the proof of Claim 5.6, cf(p) = ]a]+ and 
there is a club in p which is a subset of N rl p (namely {sup(Ni n p): i < ]a]+}). 
Hence the club C c p for which we have, for /3 E a, f”,(P) = sup{f#I): j E C}, 
may be taken to be a subset of N. Then for each j E C we have j E N, and hence 
f;(P) E N n P; thus f;(P) is the supremum of a subset of N n p and we have 
f:(P) s sup(N rl /I) = X&I), for all /3 E a. 
This shows that ft G xN (everywhere). 
The proof of Lemma 5.8 will be complete if we show that c = {/3 E b*: f;(P) < 
x,.&3)} ELJu). Note that for each j3 E c there is a Y(B) EN tip such that 
Y(P) >fXP). 
Since c E a and N = lJi+,+ Ni, there is an i < la]+ such that {y(p): /I E c} G Ni. 
Then for each p E c we have y(P) < xN,(/?), and thus (by definition of y(P)), 
VP e c XN,(B) >fXP). (**) 
Since Ni EN, we have x,.,, E N. Thus by elementarity there is a j E N such that 
j<n and 
Since j E N n A, we have j < p, which gives us 
Thus by (**), c E {/3 E bn: xN,(p) sf$(a)} E&(U), and hence c EJ,,(u), as 
desired. This proves Lemma 5.8. 0 
We will get a bound on the number of possible x,.,, by defining ‘invariants’ for xN. 
Inductively define a finite sequence ((p,, 3Lm, A,): m s n) so that (i)-(vi) 
below are satisfied. 
(i) K = A0 > A1 > . . - > A,. 
(ii) Vm < n, A, E pcf(u) and pm = sup(N fl A,). 
(iii) Vm d n, A,,, c a. 
(iv) A, = 0, 41 = {P E a: fk(P) < xdP)>. 
For all m < n, 
(4 A, E -La;+,@) - L,,,+,(~)~ 
(vi) A,+, = {B E A,: f;5-,::(P) < xiv(P)). 
[The induction is straightforward: note that by Lemma 5.8, A. EL&U). If 
A. = 0, we have n = 0 and we are done. If A,#0, then (by observation (2) 
following Restatement 1.3) the least p such that A,, E J<,(u) is a successor 
cardinal. Thus there is a Ai < &, such that (v) holds when m = 0. Once 
h. m+l E pcf(u) is given so that (v) holds, (ii) defines prn+i and (vi) defines A,+l. 
By (v) and the definition of bn we have A,,, E~,~_+,(~) b*,,,+,. Thus from Lemma 5.8, 
A m+l E Lm+,(a). If A,+1 = 0, then n = m + 1 and we are done. If A,+1 # 0, then 
we get A,+2 < Am+1 so that (v) holds with m replaced by m + 1 and the induction 
continues.] 
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From this sequence we can recover x,,, as follows: xN 1 (a - A,,) =fk 1 (a - A,), 
and for all m<n, XN 1 G%n - An+d =fk-,=: 1 (Am - An+d. Thus XN = 
sup{f;f”,,f;:, . *. ,_fk>. 
Hence the cardinality of the set of xN for nice N is smaller than or equal to the 
cardinality of the set of finite subsets of {f:: p < )c E’pcf(a)}, which is 
max(pcf(a)) = rc. 
This proves Claim 5.7 and hence Claim 5.5 and Theorem 5.1 as well. q 
5.9. Corollary. If a satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1, then III a1 is a regular 
cardinal. In particular, Kz is regular if 2’* < 8,. 
An argument similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1 (but somewhat harder) gives 
the next theorem. 
5.10. Theorem. For each limit ordinal 6, X’,ff’6’ < XC,6,c~(q+. 
5.11. Example. X$< Q.N,,)+ for all LY< (2’O)+. (Apply the theorem with 6 = 
a+w.) 
Before proceeding to the proof of 
lemmas. 
Theorem 5.10 we need the following 
5.12. Lemma. Zf h is a regular cardinal and W is any set of cardinaliry less than 
rC, , then there is a colfection P( W, A) c [ W] A such that the fottowing two conditions 
hold: 
(i) IP(W, A)( c IWL 
(ii) Vt E [WI”, 3 s E P(W, A), 1s f-l tl = il. 
Proof. By induction on ( W (. 
IfIWI<A, P(W,3L)=O.IfIWI=k, P(W,3L)={W}. 
If [WI >il is regular, write W = {wi: i-C [WI} and let 
P(W, ~)=i<iJw,p({wj:j<i), A>. 
If I WI > A is singular, let W = Uiir Wi, where ,U = cf(}Wl), and for each i < p, 
lW,l< [WI. Let 
P(W, A) = iyp P(W, A). 
Clearly (i) holds. For (ii), suppose t E [WI”. Note that since I W I = X, for some 
limit a < ;3, we have ,u = cf(a) <A. Since ;1 is regular, for some i < ,u we must 
have It II WJ = A and thus there is an s E P(w, A) E P(W, A) such that Is rl tl = 
A. 0 
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5.13. Lemma (Rubin and Shelah [lo]). Suppose I? = K, and f : (K+)<~+= K is a 
coloring of the tree of finite sequences from K + into K colors. Then there is a 
subtree T G (K+)<~ of height w such that each node t E T has a stationary set of 
immediate successor;s (i.e., {(Y E K+: t^( (Y) E T} is stationary in K+) and there is a 
sequence 5 = (E ,,: n < W) E K~ such that T is ‘&homogeneous’ in the sense that for 
each n < o and for each t E T n (K+)~, f(t) = &. 
Proof. For each ~=(&:n<u)~~~, define a game GE of length w for two 
players as follows. 
At stage n, Player I picks a club C,, c K+ and Player II responds with an 
ordinal cu, E C,. Player II wins if for each n, f (( a,,, . . . , LY,_~)) = En. 
Given C,, aO, . . . , Cn--l, an_1 such that Vi <n, ai E C, and Vi c It, 
f((% . * * ) N~...~)) = &, we will write G&( Co, (Ye, . . . , Cn_-l, ~y,_i)) for the 
game played as before except that the 2n first moves are required to be 
Ccl, WI,. . . , G-l, ff”_l. 
Let % E P(K+) be the set of all clubs in K+. A winning strategy for Player II is a 
function o: %<W* K+ such that: 
(i)foreachn<wand(C,,...,C,)E~“+‘wehavea((C,,...,C,))EC,, 
and 
(ii) in every play 
Co, %, Cl, al, . f ’ 
of the game Gg, if for each n < o, cu, = a( ( Co, . . . , C,)), then Player II wins. 
Similarly a winning strategy for Player I is a function (5: (K+)<~+= % such that for 
each play 
of the game GE, if C,, = o(( a(), . . . , an_,)) for all n, then Player I wins. 
Claim. For some E = (E ,,: n < o), Player II has a winning strategy o. 
(Then we are done: Take 
T = IJ {t E (K+)“: for some (C,, . . . , C,-,) E Fe, Vm <It, 
n<Ul 
t(m) = a((&, . . . , Cm>>>. 
For all n < o, each t E T n (K+)” is the sequence of Player II’s first n moves in 
some play of GE according to (T, and hence, since u is winning, f(t) = Lj,,. 
Furthermore, if C,, is any club in K+, then, letting (C,, . . . , C,-,) be clubs such 
that for each m < n, t(m) = a( ( CO, . . . , C,)), and letting & = a( ( Co, . . . , C,)), 
we have a E C,, and t^( LY) E T. Thus T has the desired properties.) 
Proof of claim. Note that t/E E K~, GE is determined, i.e., if Player I does not 
have a winning strategy, then Player II has a winning strategy. [Namely, Player 
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II’s nth move is an ordinal a,, E C,, such that Player I has no winning strategy in 
the game Gg((G, ab, . . . , C,, (y,)).] 
Assume then that Player I has a winning strategy a~ for GE, for each E E K”‘. 
Let N,<iV1<-**<Ni<. . . (i < w) be an elementary chain of submodels of 
H(8) (0 large regular) where for each i < o, Ni E N,+l, INil = K, cq = Nj fl 
K+EK+, {CJ&%Kw} &l&. 
Let 5 = (gi: i < W) be given by &=f(( (~0, . . . , LX-~)) for each i < o. 
Consider the following play of the game GE where Player I plays according to a~: 
Crl, a,, C1, al,. . * * 
(Notice that this is a play of the game: We have Co = o&0) E No, and hence Co is 
club in Q which implies a0 E Co. Also a0 = No fl K+ E IV1 and hence C, = 
a~( Q)) E ZVi which gives (or E C,, etc.) 
Clearly Player II wins (by definition of E), contradiction. 0 
5.14. Proof of Theorem 5.10. Let p = cf(S). If 2p > R6, then the theorem is 
trivial. Hence for the rest of this proof 
we assume that 2p < X6. 
We must show that X$< Xub,‘)+. Let a be the interval of regular cardinals, 
a = (2”, X,). Note that Ial s 161. 
For infinite cardinals 3c, we will write Jcn instead of J<,(a). Let $? = [a]-Ip - 
(0). Note that 191 s ISI”. 
For A E 8;, we say F c II A is cojinal in II A if it is cofinal for the ordering < 
(meaning <everywhere) on nA (i.e., for each g E KI A there is an f E F such that 
g<f)* 
5.15. Lemma. For A E 8, A. any infinite cardinal, A E JCn e II A has a cofinal set 
of size 4. 
(This lemma actually holds in ZFC and for any A E a such that IAl+ < min(A): 
see Corollary 7.10.) 
Proof. (C) If D is an ultrafilter on A and F is cofinal in HIA, then clearly 
{f/D: f E F} is cofinal in nA/D. 
(3) By induction on A. First note that, since A E JC1, L > min(A). If 
3, = (min(A))+, th e result is clear. If Iz is a limit cardinal, then A E J..* = 
Up<~ J<p, so for some p < il, A E J.+, and we apply the induction hypothesis. 
If A = p+ and A E J<*., then either A E Jip, in which case we apply the 
induction hypothesis, or A E J_+ -J_ in which case p is regular and, by 
Corollary 4.4, n A/J,, has a cofinal increasing sequence (fa/JCp: a < p). 
By the induction hypothesis, for each nonvoid B E A, if B E J+, then n B has 
a cofinal set Fs of size <p. Let 
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Clearly F is cofinal in fl A. Since ]J+ fl P(A)1 c 21Al G 2V < min(a) < min(A) < 
A = p+ and for each nonvoid B 5 A such that B E Jcp, we have IFsI < p, it 
follows that IFI < il. This proves Lemma 5.15. 0 
Let pcf,(a) = {cf(n A/D): A E 9, D is an ultrafilter on A}. 
5.16. Lemma. pcf,,(a) is an interval of regular cardinals. 
Proof. If K6 < A’ < A. E pcf,(a), we must show that il’ E pcf,(a). This is immediate 
from Theorem 2.1. 0 
Let K be the least regular cardinal such that [Q]<~ sJ<,. Since a = (2y tE,) and 
cf(S) = ~1, clearly there are cardinals >k& in pcf,(a). Also 
(J,, n [a]““: A E pcf,(a)) 
is a strictly increasing sequence of subsets of [alGp (cf. Lemma 1.4 and Note 1.6) 
and hence ]pcf,(a)] < IS]“. By Lemma 5.16 this gives 
k$ <K < k+,6,‘)+. 
Hence we will be done if we show the next claim. 
5.17. Claim. xg =G K * 161@. 
Proof. Suppose not, and fix a sequence (Sj: i < K) of distinct elements of [X,]“. 
Note that since 161 p < X$, we have (6 Ip < X6 < K. For each A E 9, fix a cofinal 
set FA in HA, IFAl <K. Let A = (IS]“)“. Then A < K6 and AC” = A. 
Also, for A E 2, IFAl -=c K < X~,6,p)+ <HA and hence we have the collection 
P(F,, A) given by Lemma 5.12. 
Fix a large regular cardinal 8. Identify H(8) with (H(O), E , <*), where <* 
well-orders H( 0). 
For each i < K we will define, for each strictly increasing r~ E A<j“, by induction 
on the least cy < A such that ran(q) G a, a submodel M’, < H( 0) of size p and 
functions f i,, fd,A for A E $>A (where B,* = {A E 8: A fl A = O}) so that the 
following conditions hold. 
5.18. (1) {a, A} U Si E M$, ran(7j) C M’,. 
(2) If (Y is a limit ordinal, then M’, = lJB<dom(rlj M’,ls. 
Note. Since 17 is strictly increasing, (Y is a limit ordinal if and only if dom(r]) is a 
limit ordinal. 
(3) If (Y is a successor ordinal, let g be such that dam(q) = c + 1. Then 
(i) (&!‘,I,,: y== Zj) EM’,, 
(ii) (fk: B < (Y) E M’,, and 
(iii) (f ;,A: p < a, A E 8;,1) E M’,. 
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(4) fLEn(a-q. g’ 1s iven by f;(p) = sup(lJ {M’,: r] E (Y+} n p) for p E a - A. 
[Since p > A = AP, f,(p) < p.] 
(5) For A E $,*, f; 1 A <fi,,, E FA and fk,A <fi,,, for all p < (Y. 
[Since A fl A = 0 and (Y < A, there is no problem finding a bound for {f;j,A: p < cu} 
in nA.1 
For each rl E AP, let M’, = UP_+ Mbla. For each A E JS,~ and i < K, (fn,A: (Y < 
A) is strictly increasing. Thus there is a t; E P(F,, il) such that t> fl {fi,,A: a < A} 
has size A. Write t; = {gi,,*: a < A}, enumerated so that the following holds. 
5.19. t; = tA + Va< A-g,, =gL,*. 
For /3<A, let t$,,={g’,,,: cw<p}. 
Let CL be the set of p < A such that for each LY < /3, the following two 
conditions hold. 
5.20. (a) %, I; E (a, P), gi,A =fi,A, and 
It is easy to verify that Cl is club in A. Since A > IS]” = ]$I, h.,,,CA is club 
in A and hence there is a p(i) E &Eb,iCA such that 
(b) (3~ < 4ki,,~ +;,a) e (3~ < PM&x,/, <f;,~). 
Since p(i) < k for i < K, and A < K, there is an I c K of size K and a p < il such 
that 
Vi E Z p(i) = 0. 
Case 1. j_4 > HO. 
Let n E /3” be an increasing cofinal sequence in /3. Since (Mh rl a) - A E $,k for 
each i < K, and ]$J G (6jP < A < K, by thinning out Z we may assume that for 
some A E j&, 
ViEI(Mbna)-A=A. 
Since P(F,, A) has size at most lFAl < K, and ti E P(F,, A) for each i E I, we may 
assume also that for some t E [F,]“, Vi E Z, t; = t. 
Similarly, we may assume, since IFAl < K, that there is an f E HA such that 
ViEI,fB,A=f. 
For each a: > A and i E I, let t, = ti,,, (which does not depend on i: if i, j E I, 
then t; = tL = t and hence by 5.19, for each (Y < A, t& = tj&. 
5.21. Claim. fk 1 A does not depend on i E I. 
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Proof. Fix i E I. Fix p E A = (Mk fl a) - il. We have: 
f;(p) = sup(u {M$ Y E P’“} n p) 
= sup{fi,(p): a < P> 
[For each Y E pep, Y E (Y<~ for some a < p, since cf(/3) = p.] 
= suPLfL(Z0 a < P> 
f(s) Since P E A, f’,(p) <~L,A(P) f or all a (condition 5.18(5)). (3) If (Y < p, then 
for some E< p, we have (Y< ~(5) and p E M\iE+i. Then fL,A(~) < 
sup{f ;,,*(p): a’ G V(E), P EA’ l AA <sup(M&+r n P) ~f;(~j+dd (con- 
ditions 5.18(3)(iii) and 5.18(4)).] 
=suP{g(p):gEtp3(y<Pg<f’,,,} 
[(a) Clear. (G) Fix cu</l. Take g< f; E (cu, /3) given by condition 5.20(a). Then 
fL,A(P) <fi,A(d =&A(P) and &A =fi,A <fi+l,Ad 
= sup{&): g E $1 g <f 1. 
[csi If Ly < & f i,,A <f;,A = f. (2) If g E tp, then g = gi,,A for some (Y < /3. Since 
g,,, = g <f =f $,A, by condition 5.20(b) we have ga,A <f ;,A for some y < p.] 
This last expression does not depend on i E I. This proves Claim 5.21. 0 
Moreover, when p E A, we have the next claim. 
5.22. Claim. f$(p) = sup(M’, rl p). 
Proof. 
fg(p) = sup(U {MI: YEP<~] ~~)=suP(~{M’,,~: E<p}np)=sup(b4;np). 
[For the middle equality: (2) Clear. (G) Fix 5; < sup(lJ {ML: Y E /3’“} n p). 
Then for some Y E pew, ~<sup(M~n p). For some g<v, Y E v(E)<~ and 
P EM&+1, and hence sup(My fl p) s f&,(p) E M~~E+l n p (conditions 5.18(l) 
and 5.18(3)(ii)). Thus t; < sup(M&i n p).] 0 
Since ilp = h < K, without loss of generality M’, fl A does not depend on i E 1. 
5.23. Claim. M’, rl Ks does not depend on i, for i E I. 
Proof. By induction on all cardinals p <X6, we show that M’, n p does not 
depend on i. When p G A, this was arranged above. If p is a limit cardinal, this 
follows easily from the induction hypothesis. Hence assume M’, n p does not 
depend on i and consider M’, fl p+. If this is GM: r! p for all i E I, we have 
nothing to show. So assume that, for some iO E I, there is an (Y E Mz fl p+ - M’,” n 
p. Sincep=]a], wehavep,p+EM$ If j. E I, then, since all M’,(i E I) have the 
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same regular cardinals in [A, X,) ( namely the elements of A), we have p+ EM’,” 
and then p E Mi,o as well. For i E {i,,, jO}, (sup(M’,l,n p’): (Y < p) is continuous 
and strictly increasing to sup(M’, fl p’) =f$(p+) (Claim 5.22) which does not 
depend on i (Claim 5.21). The rest of the argument is similar to the proof of 
Claim 5.6: there is a set K E M’,” fl Me - p which is cofinal in both M’,” tl p+ and 
M$ n p+. [This is where we use ,u > X0.] For each (Y E K, the <*-least bijection 
h, : p- (Y belongs to both M’,” and M$, and we have M’,” n a = h;(M’,” n p) = 
h;(M’,“fl p) = Mi,“n LX Hence M?fl p+ = M’,o fl p+. This proves Claim 5.23. 0 
But now let S = M’, n X6, i E I. We have for each i E Z, Si E S, which is absurd 
since IP( <2P < K = [I(. 
Case 2. ~1 = KO. 
Since cf(/3) = (ISI”“)‘, we can apply Lemma 5.13 to get, for each i E I, a 
subtree T’ G /P and A, E $,n (n < o) such that for each k < w and for each 
strictly increasing ~ET~II/~~, (M’,na)-3c=A, and {cu<fi:q”((~)~T~} is 
stationary in p. By thinning out T’, assume that every 7 E T’ is strictly increasing. 
Let A = IJk<,, Ak. 
As in Case 1 (up to Claim 5.21), thin out Z c K to get I, f* such that for each 
icZ, t>=t, and fgIA=f*. For each p EA and any i E I, f*(p) =f&) = 
supni&(p) has cofinality cf(/3). [If p E A and crl < (Y~ < /3, then for some k < w, 
p eAk; fix q E /3“+’ such that q(k) = aI, so that Ak = (M& rl a) - I. EM’,, 
(~1 E M’,, and hence fL,,** (~1 E M’,. Thus f ,,(d <f iO,.&) < sup(M’, n P) s 
fi&+i(~) <f’,,(p). Hence (f’,(p): a < /3) is strictly increasing.] 
Choose a club C,, E f *(p) of order type cf(p) and let N < H( 6) be a submodel 
of size il such that 
AUilU u C,cN. 
PEA 
We will get a contradiction by showing that Si 5 N for all i E I. (This is a 
contradiction since I[N]“l = AP = A. < K = III.) 
Fix i E Z. 
5.24. Claim. For each q E /3<“’ and each p E Ad,+,,), there is an cx < 6 and an 
ordinal y E (p - sup(M’, n p)) fl Mb-(,) n N. 
Proof. Since (f’,(p): cy< /3) is a continuous cofinal sequence in fB(p) =f *(p) 
and C, is club in f *(p), it follows that {a < /3: f ‘,(p) E C,} is club in p. Hence for 
some (Y < p, f’,(p) > sup(M’, fl p), f L(p) E C,, and r”(a) E T’. Take y = f ‘,(p). 
Wehave YEC~CN, and y=f&)EMk-(,) since crEran(r]“(a))sM’,-(,). Cl 
Using Claim 5.24 and the fact that each Ak is countable, we get, by an easy 
bookkeeping argument, that there is a sequence ( qk: k < m) in PC0 such that 
dom(rZ,) = k, k < 13 qk E qr, and for each k < w and p E Ak, there is an 1 > k 
such that (p - sup(M’,, tl p)) fl M’,, n N is nonvoid. 
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Now let rl= Ukco rlk E /3”. Letting M’, = LJkco M’,,, we have (Mf fl a) - 3, = 
A, and for each p EA, M’, n N fl p is cofinal in M’, fl p. 
Now by induction on all cardinals p < Kg, we can show that M’, n p EN fl p. 
[When p < A, this is trivial since A EN. For p a limit cardinal, this follows from 
the induction hypothesis. The successor case is completely analogous to the 
successor case in the proof of Claim 5.23 (except that we are only claiming 
M’, n pf G N n p+ instead of M’, n p+ = N n p’).] 
Hence Si G M$ G M’, E N, giving the desired contradiction. Cl 
5.25. Remark. Note that the formula given by Theorem 5.10 is useless if K6 = 6 
is a fixed point of the K function. For bounds in this case, see [5,15]. It is known 
that if 6 is the first fixed point of cofinality wl, and X6 = 6 is a strong limit 
cardinal, then 2”” is less than the (2”‘)+-th fixed point. (It is not known whether 
one of the 2’s can be removed.) Also it is known that there is no bound on 2’” if 
Xg = 6 is the first cardinal fixed point of order o (where every cardinal fixed point 
has at least order 0, for IZ < w, 6 has order n + 1 if it is a fixed point of the fixed 
points of order n, and 6 has order w if has order at least n for every n < w). The 
following is open. 
5.26. Problem. Suppose the first cardinal fixed point X6 = 6 is a strong limit 
cardinal. Is there a bound on 2’“? 
6. A bound on Ipcf(a)l 
In Note 1.6 we showed that ]pcf(a)] .2 < Ia’. We now aim to prove the main 
result of [22]. 
6.1. Theorem. If a is an interval of regular cardinals and min(a) > 2’“‘, then 
]pcf(a)] c lal+3. 
Note. Theorem 6.1 remains true if we weaken the assumption “min(a) > 2’““’ 
to “min(a) > la]“. See Remark 7.12. 
As in Example 5.2, we have the following consequence of Theorem 6.1. 
6.2. Corollary. If 2”O < K,, then X”,o < X,,. 
The first lemma we will need is reminiscent of Silver’s theorem concerning 
GCH at singular cardinals of uncountable cofinality. 
6.3. Lemma. Suppose h is a singular cardinal of uncountable cofinality. 
Let C be a closed cojinal subset of [cf(A), A) consisting of singular cardinals, 
otp(C) = cf(k). (Take C to be the set of cardinal limit points of any cofinal subset 
of [cf(A), Iz) of order type cf(A).) 
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Let n > 1 be a finite ordinal. For A E C, let A+” = {p+“: p E A}. Let a = C+” 
and c = IJISkCw Pk. For each 6 E pcf(c), assume there is a generator b8 for 
J,,+(c) over Jcg(c). (This is automatic, although we proved it so far only in a 
special case: see Theorem 4.6.) 
Then {p E C: p+” E IJz!l bA+K} contains a club in A. 
Proof. Suppose not, and let n 2 1 be the least counterexample. Define an ideal Z 
on a as follows: for A G a, 
AEZ G {p~C:p+” EA} is not stationary in il. 
Since a $ I, Z is proper. By our assumption, a - IJz,l bA+* E I. 
Note that bounded subsets of Iz. are in I. In particular, J<,(a) E I. 
Let Z* be the ideal generated by Z U {U$,l bh+k}. Since a - UiEI bn+k $ I, Z* is 
proper. Moreover, since A is singular, lJizl bh+k generates J,,+.+,(a) over 
J&l = Jch+(a), and hence Z* 2 J<i+“+l(a), f rom which it follows that n a/Z* is 
I +“+I-directed. 
We now proceed very much as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. We construct an 
increasing sequence (f,/Z*: a < A+,) in n a/Z*, using a silly square sequence 
(Q: &A+“). 
Let fo/Z* be any member of n a/Z*. At stage p < I’ we are given Cf,/Z*: y < 
p). Since na/Z* is k+n+l- directed, there is an h,/Z* E IIa/Z* such that 
f,/Z* <ho/Z* for all y < /3. For each E E VOe,, define gg E n a as follows: 
for a E a, &(a) = max(hp(4, sup{fY(~): Y E 6 a > otp(E)I). 
Since n a/Z* is hen+* -directed, there is a strict upper bound fslZ* for C&Z*: E E 
%& 
The analog of Claim 2.4 is the next one. 
6.4. Crucial claim. For any ultrafilter D disjoint from I*, there do not exist ,u’ < A, 
and subsets S, G (Y for (Y E a such that IS,1 G y’ and II, &ID cojinally cuts 
(f-/D: (Y < a+“) in the sense of Lemma 2.3. 
Proof. Suppose the claim is false. We may assume that p’ > Ial since Ial < 
min(a) <h. Now repeat the proof of Claim 2.4, replacing ~1 by A, and A’ by A+” 
throughout. q 
Let D be an ultrafilter disjoint from I*. By Lemma 2.3 and Claim 6.4 there is a 
least upper bound g/D for (f,/D: LY < A+“). Since n a/Z* is A+“+‘-directed, there 
is some upper bound g E n a for (f=: LY < A+,) modulo I*. We may assume g cg 
everywhere, in particular g E n a. By Claim 6.4, { cy E a: cf(g(a)) > Ial} E D, and 
without loss of generality Vn E a, cf(g(a)) > Ial. 
Recall that a = C+“. Consider {cf(g(cu)): (Y E a} = {cf(g(p+“)): p E C}. For 
each p E C, since g(p’“) < p+” and p is singular, we must have g(p+“) = p+k for 
some k=l,..., n - 1, or g(p’“) < p. Let So= {p E C: g(p’“) < p}, and for 
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k=l,..., II - 1, Sk = {p E C: g(p’“) = P+~}. Then C = SO U tJ:~l Sk and thus 
a = sin u u;:: sLn. 
6.5. Claim. S,“’ E D. 
Proof. If not, then for some k = 1, . . . , n - 1, S:” E D. By the minimality of n, 
there is a club K E C such that K+k c IJF=, bn+,. Moreover, since g/D is a least 
upper bound for (fa/D: a<Iz+“), we have, as in the last step of the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, that n at/D’ has cofinality A+“, where u’ = {pck: p E C} and D’ is 
obtained by translating D backwards by n - k cardinals, i.e., for A G a’, 
AED’~{~+“:PEC, pfk E A} E D. Since K is club in A and D II Z = 0 (in fact 
D fl Z* = O), we have K+” E D. Thus Kfk ED’, and hence lJ&, bk+, E D which 
means that for some j = 1, . . . , k, we have bh+, E D’, and hence cf(IIu’/D’) < 
A+i+l< A’” , contradiction. This proves Claim 6.5. 0 
For b E a, let us say that (fa: a < A+,) is cofinal in II b/Z* below g if for each 
k E II b for which k <,. g ( b, there is an (Y < A’” such that k sr. fm 1 b. 
6.6. Claim. There is a b E D such that (fa: (Y < A+” ) is cofinul in n b JZ* below g. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we will inductively define h, E II a 
(/3<lul’) so that /3<P’+hp G h,. (everywhere) and for each p, h, <g 
(everywhere). Then letting bt= {y~u:f,(y)>h~(y)} we will have p<p’+ 
68,’ G bc since the h,‘s increase everywhere. We want to arrange 
VP < lul+ 3, Va > i, bE+’ 5 bf. 
Let h,(6) = 0 for all 6. If /3 is a limit ordinal < lu(+, then let ha(S) = 
sup{h,(&): y < /3}. This works since cf(g(b)) > Ial. 
Assume now that h, is given. If for each (Y, (f,: y < A+“) is cofinal in n bt/Z* 
below g, then we are done, since for some cy we will have b! E D. (Otherwise 
h,/D <g/D bounds (f,: y < hf), contradicting the minimality of g/D.) 
So assume that for some ip < I.+, there is an h E II b$ such that h cI*g ( b$, but 
for all y < A+, h =$,*f, ) b$. By modifying h on a set in Z* we may assume 
h <g 1 bc everywhere. 
Extend h to all of a by letting it be zero outside of b$. Let h,+,(6) = 
max(hP(6), h(6)) for all 6 E a. Then for each (Y > i,, bE+‘s bt. (By choice of h 
and since bc ~~~ b:, there is a 6 E b! such that fm(S) <h(6); then fo(S) < hp+1(6) 
and 6 $ bi”.) 
If the induction continues up to (a(+, use the fact that A > (a(+ to find (Y such 
that i, < cy< Iz for all 6 < Ial+. Then (bB,)s<,,, + is a strictly decreasing sequence 
of subsets of a, contradiction. This proves Claim 6.6. Cl 
Fix a b as in Claim 6.6. For all (Y < A+“, we have falD <g/D. 
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Fix a < A+“. Let b, = {S E b:fn(6) <g(6)}. Then b, ED, and by Claim 6.5, 
b’ = b, fl S,+” E D. Thus b’ 4 I* and hence b’ - lJEzl bh+* C$ I. Thus {p E S: p+” E 
b’ - lJizl bh+x} is stationary in A. For each p ES c S,, cf(g(p+“)) < p, i.e., 
p ++ cf(g(p+“)) is a pressing down function on S. Let na < A. be such that 
{p E S: cf(g(p+“)) G qLy} is stationary. Then (6 E b’ - UzCl b*+k: cf(g(b)) < 
na} $ I, from which it follows that (6 E b’: cf(g(S)) G qLy} $ I*. 
In particular, (6 E b:f,(6)<g(6) and cf(g(b)) G nay) 4 I*. For some 7 <A, 
A = {a < 3L+n: qn = 7) has size A+,. If (YEA, then for each p < (Y (since 
{S E a:&(s) c&(6)} has I*- measure one) we could have taken t,ra = r]. Thus we 
can assume that for each (Y < AC”, c, = (6 E b:f,(6) <g(S) and cf(g(b)) G q} $ 
I*. Note that if LY < a’, then c,, s,* c,. Let D* be an ultrafilter on a such that 
bcD*, for each cu<A+“, c,ED*, and D* rl I* = 0. By definition of cm, 
falD* <g/D* for all (Y<A+~. 
6.7. Claim. g/D* is a least upper bound for (fm/D*: (Y < A+“). 
Proof. Suppose h ID * < g/D * is a smaller upper bound, h < g everywhere. Then 
h E II a. By Claim 6.6, there is an a < ;1+” such that h ( b s,* fa 1 b. But b E D* 
and D* nZ* =0, and hence h/D* CfalD* <fa+,lD*, contradicting the assump- 
tion that h/D* is a bound. Cl 
Let c = (6 E 6: cf(g(b)) < r]}. N ow for each 6 E c, choose S, c_ g(6) cofinal of 
size <?I, S, = (0) if 6 $c. Since CE D*, by Claim 6.7 we have that n, S,/D* 
cofinally cuts (f,/D*: LY < A+“), contradicting Claim 6.4. This proves Lemma 
6.3. 0 
Let a be an infinite set of regular cardinals, (al < min(a). Let c = pcf(a). We 
know from Lemma 1.9 that if Ipcf(a)l < min(a), then pcf(c) = pcf(a). We will 
need to know that for each I, there is a generator for J,,+(c) over J,,(c). We 
have shown this if 2”‘< min(c) = min(a), which holds if, e.g., 22’a’<min(a). 
However the assumption 2’“‘< min(a) will suffice: a generator for J,,+(c) over 
J,*(c) can be obtained in a very simple way from a generator for J<,+(a) over 
J,,(a), as shown in the next lemma. 
6.8. Lemma. Assume 2’“’ < min(a). Let il E pcf(a) = pcf(c). Zf bA generates J<*+(u) 
over JCn(a), then di = pcf(bJ generates J<*+(c) over J.&c). 
Proof. First let us check that dA EJ <A+(~). Let D be an ultrafilter on c = pcf(a) 
such that dn E D. 
For each p E pcf(a), let DP be such that cf(rI a/D,) = p. When ~1 E dA = pcf(bn), 
choose DP so that bx E OP. As in the proof of Lemma 1.9, let 
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We showed in the proof of Lemma 1.9 that cf(II a/D*) = cf(n c/D). However 
b* E D* (since {p E pcf(a): bn E D,} 1 dh), and hence cf(n c/D) = cf(II a/D*) < 
A+. Thus d* E J<*+(c). 
If dn does not generate JCk+(c) over J,*(c), then there is an e E J,,+(c) -J,,(c) 
such that e s.,<~(~) 1 d , i.e., e - dA 4&,(c). Take an ultrafilter D on c such that 
e - dA E D and D nJJc) = 0. Then cf(n c/D) must be <A+ since e - dk E D, 
and must be 3A since D n J.&c) = 0. Thus cf(n c/D) = II. 
For each ~1 Ee - d,, pick DP so that cf(n a/D,) = p. Since p $ dh = pcf(b*), we 
have bn $ DP, whence a - bn E OP. Let D*={A~~:{~E~~~(~):AED,}ED}. 
(Take DP arbitrary if ,u $ e - d*. Since e - di E D, these ultrafilters are ir- 
relevant.) Then bh $ D*. On the other hand, cf(U u/D*) = cf(n c/D) = 3, and 
hence D* fl .&(a) = 0 and there is a b E D* n&,+(u). By definition of b*, 
b G J<nCaj b*, which gives bn E D *, contradiction. 0 
For any set of regular cardinals d such that IdI < min(d), let us use b*(d) to 
denote a generator for J,,+(d) over J,*(d). 
6.9. Lemma (‘Transitivity’ of the sequence of generators). Assume 2’“’ < min(u). 
We can choose the generators b*(c) so that if p E b*(c), then b,(c) c b*(c). 
(Equivalently, the relation p -C p e p E b,(c) is transitive.) Also we can ask that 
pcf(b,(c)) = b,(c)- 
Proof. See 6.13. 
6.10. Theorem. Assume 2’“’ < min(u) (so that pcf(pcf(u)) = pcf(u)). Let c = 
pcf(u). Suppose d c c, p E pcf(d). Then there is a set d’ G d, (d’l G Ial such that 
y E pcf(d’). 
6.11. Example. Let a = {tE, :n > l}. Suppose X, is a strong limit, and rC$’ = 
x o,+l. (This is not known to be consistent.) Then c = pcf(u) = {K,+1: 0 < a G 
ol}. For any cr < wl, let d, = {Xg+I: CY < j3 < wI} E c. Then Xo,+l E pcf(d,). By 
Theorem 6.10, there is a countable set d;s d, such that K,,+i E pcf(dk). The 
current methods for getting Kz = max(pcf(u)) larger than Xo+r, with X, a strong 
limit, will not change pcf(d’) for any countable d’ c {K,+1: o < a < ml}. 
Proof of Theorem 6.10. Fix p E pcf(d). The proof is by induction on p. 
Assume that the generators b,(c) are chosen as in the conclusion of Lemma 
6.9. We begin by making several reductions to simpler cases. 
We can assume that pcf(d) G b,(c) c p + 1. [We know (see the comment 
before Lemma 4.9) that for some ultrafilter D on c such that d ED, p = 
cf(fl c/D) = min{A: b*(c) E D} and hence b,(c) E D. Replace d by d = d rl b,(c). 
If we find d’ c d satisfying the conclusion of the theorem, then we are done, since 
&d.] 
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We can also assume that pcf(d) fl p has no last element. [Suppose pcf(d) n ~1 
has a maximum element p,. Let d, = d - d,,(c). Since no ultrafilter D such that 
p = cf(flc/D) can concentrate on b,,(c) eJ.&c), we have, for any such D, 
dl E D and p E pcf(d,). Moreover, for any ultrafilter U on c which concentrates on 
d,, we have cf(nd,/U) = min{A: b,(c) E U}, which implies that cf(n d,/U) #p, 
and ~1~ $ pcf(d,). Thus pcf(dl) rl p E pl. If pcf(d,) II ,u has a last element p2, 
repeat the procedure to get d2 G d, such that ,n E pcf(d,) and pcf(d2) n p E pz. 
After finitely many steps, this procedure leads to a dk E d with the property that 
,u E pcf(d,J and pcf(dk) n y has no last element.] 
Let K = cf(pcf(d) rl cl). Let (pi: i < K) be cofinal in pcf(d) rl p. 
6.12. Claim. y E pcf({pi: i < K}). 
Proof. Let D* be an ultrafilter concentrating on the tails of {pi: i < K}. Then 
6 = cf(ni ~i/D*) > pi for all i. Also 6 E pcf({pi: i < K}) E pcf(pcf(d)) = pcf(d). 
[We have pcf(d) E pcf(pcf(a)) = pcf(a), and hence Jpcf(d)l s Jpcf(a)l < min(a) G 
min(d); apply Lemma 1.9.1 Thus 6 = ~1. 0 
It will be enough to prove the theorem for {pi: i < K} rather that the original d, 
i.e., it suffices to find an e G {pi: i < K} such that lel C Ial and p E pcf(e). 
(Then for each 6 E e, we have 6 E pcf(d) fl ~1. By the induction hypothesis, 
there is a da G d, JdsJ c JuJ, S E pcf(ds). Let d’ = UaEeda. Then Jd’J 6 JuJ - JuJ = 
Ial, and by definition of d’, e c pcf(d’) and thus P E pcf(e) c pcf(pcf(d’)) = 
pcf(d’), and d’ is as desired.) 
Choose an S SK such that ISI G Ial and a n LL b,,(c) c Uiss b,,(c). Let 
e = {pi: i E S}. By Lemma 4.9, there are 6i, . . . , dk E pcf(e), &I <. . . < hk, such 
that e E b,,(c) U. . . U b,=(c). 
If all & are <p, then there is an i < K such that pi > &. Consider 
A = a n (b,(c) - (b,,(c) u * * - u b,,(c))). 
On the one hand, A # 0. (pi E pcf(u) and hence there is an ultrafilter U 
on c concentrating on a such that cf(n c/U) = pi. We have b,,(c) E U, while 
b,,(c) U * * . U bsk+) $ U. Thus A E U.) 
On the other hand, for each ieS we have ~j E e IBM, U. * -U b,,(c). 
Since the generators bh(c) satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 6.9, lJj,s b,,(c) E 
b,,(c) U - * - U b,,(c). By choice of S, u n b,,(c)~ Ujssb,,(c)~ b,,(c) U * -. U 
b6,(c), and hence A = 0, contradiction. 
Hence for some i, Sj = p; thus p E pcf(e) and we are done since lel G Ial. 0 
6.13. Proof of Lemma 6.9. Since we will not need to refer to b*(u) or J,*(u), let 
us simplify notation by letting bn, JCn denote bn(c), J,A(c), respectively. 
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First note that the second condition can be arranged without destroying 
transitivity. [To see this, suppose (b*: A. E c) is transitive. By induction on 
A. E c = pcf(c), define a new generator b,* = pcf(b,*) for JCh+ over JCA as follows: 
when A = min(c), b,* = bh = {A}. If bg, @-CA, are given, then by Lemma 4.9, 
since pcf(b,) E il + 1, there are 8,) . . . , 0, E A rl pcf(b,) such that pcf(bh) c 
b&u-. .UbgnUbh. Let b:=b&Ue.. U b;F” U bn. Clearly b: still generates J,*+ 
over JCh. Also 
pcf(b:) = kel pcf(GJ u pcf(b,) = kcl Gk U pcf(bd 
= ij b;,UbA=b;. 
k=l 
For transitivity, by induction on A we check (by induction on p) that p E b: 
implies bz E bi. Let bi = b& U * - - U bT, U bA, as in the definition of b;. If 
p E b& for some k, then by the induction hypothesis, b: E b & G b;. If p E bA, 
then 6, G bh E b:. Also b~=b,Ub~,U***Ub& for some bi,. . . , 6,~ 
pcf(b,) G pcf(b,J E b,*. By the induction hypothesis, b,*, E b,* for each k. Thus 
again bz E b:.] 
Hence it will suffice to arrange transitivity. We may assume (2’“‘)+ < min(a). 
As in 5.4, fix a large enough regular cardinal 0 and identify H(8) with the 
structure (H(B), E, <*), where <* well-orders H(0). Say that N <H(8) is nice if 
INI = (2’“‘)+, and the following two conditions hold: 
(a) There is a continuous elementary chain (N,: o < (2’“‘)+) such that N = 
U a<c2~a~j+ N, and for each c~ < (2’“‘)+, (NP: p G cu) E N,+l. 
(b) {a} U 2’“’ G NO and for each a: < (2’“‘)+, lNal = 2’“‘. 
Clearly for each x E H(B) there is a nice model N such that x E N. By (b) (since 
pcf(a) < 2’“‘) we have pcf(a) G N. The <*-least sequence (bh: A E pcf(a)) of 
generators is a member of N and VA. E pcf(a), bh E N. By Corollary 4.4, for each 
A E pcf(a), rl bh/JCn has true cofinality A. 
For any nice N, let xN be the characteristic function of N restricted to c, i.e., 
for CY E c, xN(cx) = sup(N fl (Y). For any A E c we have the following. 
6.14. Basic observation. For any sequence (f$ a < A) E n c, if (fh,: a < A) 
belongs to N and satisfies 
(#) 
proof. (a) h sJ<* {ff E C: f ;N(&) a Xv(~)>- 
If not, then there is a b’ E bA such that b’ $ JCL and for all a: E b’, 
fi,&a) < ~4~). For a E c, let h(a) =f kN(h) (a) if (Y E b’, and h(a) = 0, otherwise. 
Then Va E c, h(a) <x,,,(a) = SU~~<(~I~I)+ ,,(a). Since JcI G 2’“‘, we may find an i 
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Let rj = (a]. Let max(pcf(a)) = tc,,,,,. Define a closure operation on P(p + 1) 
as follows: 
for X G p + 1, X = {y s p: X,,,,, E pcf({X,+,+,: rj E X})}. 
6.18. This operation has the following properties: 
(i) ForallX, Y~p+l:$=$!i,X&_%, YcXimpliesYGX,XUY=XUY, 
andg=X. 
[The last property says that for d E pcf(a), pcf(d) = pcf(pcf(d)). See the proof of 
Claim 6.12.1 
(ii) If X G p + 1 and y E X, then there is a set X’ E X, IX’] =Z r] such that - 
YEX’. 
[By Theorem 6.10.1 
(iii) For each X E p + 1, k has a maximal element. 
[By Remark 1.8(l).] 
(iv) If y G p and cf(y) > o, then there is a club C G y such that C E y + 1. 
[By Lemma 6.3 (with A = K6+,, and a replaced by a’ = pcf(a) II {K6+n+l: a < y}; 
the existence of the bA’s for a’ follows easily from Lemma 6.8) there is a club 
Cc y such that, letting d = {X6+a+l: a~ C} we have d E bA+. Thus pcf(d) E 
[min(u), A+] = [K6+r, &+,,+r] and hence C G [0, y].] 
(v) [v+~, p] is closed. 
We make in passing the following remark, which will not be used. 
6.19. Remark. By (i), the map X HX is the closure operation for a topology on 
p + 1. By Lemma 4.9 this topology is compact. It is also Hausdorff [if A. < A’ are 
in c = pcf(u), then A’ 4 pcf(b,(c)) while A $ pcf(c - b*(c))], scattered and zero- 
dimensional [consider the b,‘s given by Lemma 6.91. 
We will be done if we show that (i)-(v) imply that ]pJ G v+~. Suppose 
IPI 2 11+4. If we define a second closure operation on P(rl+4 + 1) by 
if X E r]+4, 
c1(x)=(::“n+4)U(rj+4] ifX$rj+4, 
then it is easily verified that (i)-(v) hold for cl(.), with p replaced by r~+~. 
(Property (v) is used only to check cl(cl(X)) = cl(X) and will not be needed 
again.) Hence we may assume p = v+~. 
We need the following combinatorial principle. 
6.20. For regular cardinals p < K, and for a stationary set T G {(Y < K: cf( a) = 
cl}, Oclub(~, p)(T) is the statement hat there is a sequence 
(&: LYE T) 
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and the club C E (Y for which f;(s) = sups,,fi(b) can be chosen to be 
independent of 6. 
We will now define for A E c and n < w, sequences (fk,+: (Y < A) in n c. By 
induction on n < o and for all cy< A. E c, 6 E c, define &(6) as follows: 
f:,o(@ =fi(Q and for each n < w, 
fi,,,l(@ = suP({f%n(U u {f~&,.((l,,n(~): 6 s c1 <A, p e cl). 
Let gi( 6) = ~t.tp~<~ f&( 6). Since g” ,3&, =fL, it is clear that (gi: cu< A) 
satisfies (#) . 
We now have to check (i) and (ii) for (gi: cy< A); (ii) follows immediately 
from the next claim. 
6.15. Claim. Zf cf(gi(p)) > 0, then V6 c p < A, g&,(6) <g;(6). 
Proof. Since cf(g&)) > w and (fi,,: m < CO) increases to g”,, there is an n such 
that for all m 3 n, g;(p) =f&(p) =f&(p). For each m > n, 6 s p, we have 
fhan-l(~) =fk,,c,,,m-l@) =5fl.m@). 
Taking supmcw on both sides we get g$(pj( 6) < gl( 6), as desired. 0 
There remains to check (i). Let N be a nice model. We will show by induction 
on n < w that the next claim holds. 
6.16. Claim. Zf LY < A is in the closure of N rl A, then for any 6 E c, f i,,(6) is in 
the closure of N f~ 8. 
Proof. If a! E N, then f t,,(d) E N and we are done. If a is a limit point of N n A, 
a 4 N, then (since (sup(N, fl a): i < (2’“‘)+) is cofinal in N fl (u), cf(cu) = (2’“‘)+. 
Since N tl (Y is club in a, we have, letting C be the club for which f:(b) = 
vpECf i(S), that f k(6) = sups .c,Nfg(d). But for p E C n N, f;(s) EN. Thus, 
f LO) =f W) is in the closure of N fl 8. If Claim 6.16 holds for n, then it 
follows immediately from the definition off “,,,+, that it holds also for n + 1. •i 
To prove (i) for (gk: (Y < A), let CY = x,(A). Then a is in the closure of N tl A. 
By Claim 6.16, Vn < o, V6 E c, f i,,(d) is in the closure of N n 0 and hence so is 
g;(6). Thus g:(6) < ~~(8) and (i) holds. This completes the proof of Lemma 
6.9. 0 
6.17. Proof of Theorem 6.1. Since removing one cardinal from a will not change 
]pcf(a)l, we may assume that min(a) = X6+1 is a successor cardinal. Note that 
then there are no limit cardinals (i.e., weak inaccessibles) in pcf(a). [If A = 2’“‘, 
then, since ]pcf(u)l s 2’“‘, we have pcf(u) c {XGta: a < A’} and for limit a < A+ 
we have cf&+,) = cf(cu) <A < min(u) < X6+a and hence K6+Iu is singular.] 
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Let q = (al. Let max(pcf(a)) = X,,,,,. Define a closure operation on P(p + 1) 
as follows: 
for X E p + 1, 8 = {y G p: X,,,,, E pcf({X,+,+,: r) E X})}. 
6.18. This operation has the following properties: 
(i) ForallX, Y~p+l:id=O,x~X, YcXimpliesYGX,XUY=XUY, 
andg=X. 
[The last property says that for d E pcf(a), pcf(d) = pcf(pcf(d)). See the proof of 
Claim 612.1 
(ii) If X G p + 1 and y E X, then there is a set X’ E X, IX’] G r] such that - 
YEX’. 
[By Theorem 6.10.1 
(iii) For each X E p + 1, X has a maximal element. 
[By Remark 1.8(l).] 
(iv) If y G p and cf(y) > o, then there is a club C E y such that C E y + 1. 
[By Lemma 6.3 (with A = KS+,, and a replaced by a’ = pcf(a) rl {K6+n+l: a < y}; 
the existence of the bA’s for a’ follows easily from Lemma 6.8) there is a club 
Cc y such that, letting d = {X6+a+l: a E C} we have d E bA+. Thus pcf(d) E 
[min(u), A+] = [K6+1, &+,,+r] and hence C G [0, y].] 
(v) [v+~, p] is closed. 
We make in passing the following remark, which will not be used. 
6.19. Remark. By (i), the map X ~3 is the closure operation for a topology on 
p + 1. By Lemma 4.9 this topology is compact. It is also Hausdorff [if A. < A’ are 
in c = pcf(u), then A’ 4 pcf(b,(c)) while A $ pcf(c - bn(c))], scattered and zero- 
dimensional [consider the bA’s given by Lemma 6.91. 
We will be done if 
IPI 2 11+4. If we define a 
rv 
we show that (i)-(v) imply that ]pJ G v+~. Suppose 
second closure operation on P(v+~ + 1) by 
if X E r]+4, 
then it is easily verified that (i)-(v) hold for cl(.), with p replaced by n+4. 
(Property (v) is used only to check cl(cl(X)) = cl(X) and will not be needed 
again.) Hence we may assume p = v+~. 
We need the following combinatorial principle. 
6.20. For regular cardinals p < K, and for a stationary set T G {(Y < K: cf( a) = 
CL}, Oclu,,(~, p)(T) is the statement hat there is a sequence 
(&: LYE T) 
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such that 
(a) Va E T, S, c a is club in CY; 
(b) For each club C E K, {a E T: S, G C} is stationary in K. 
We will write Oclub(~, p) when T = {LX < K: cf( (u) = cl}. 
In general, Oclub(~, ,u) is not a theorem of ZFC. (For example, Oclub(c+, ol) 
can fail.) However the following holds in ZFC. 
6.21. Lemma. For any regular uncountable cardinals p, K such that p+ < K, and 
for any stationary set T E {(Y < K: cf(cu) = p}, Oclub(~, ,u)( T) holds. In fact, if 
(Sa: (Y E T) is any sequence such that S, is a club in (Y of order type ,U for each 
IX E T, then there is a club C c A such that the sequence (Sh: a: E T) is a 
Oc~ub(K, P)(T)- se q uence, where S&: = S, f~ C if this is club in a, and Sk = IX, 
otherwise. 
Proof. Suppose not. By induction on p < pc, we define clubs C, c K and 
sequences 
(SB,: cy E T) 
such that for each a E T we have 
S”,=S, and V/I<~+S~=S~tl n C,,. 
B’<B 
Moreover we shall arrange that for each p < y+ the following two conditions 
hold: 
(l)@ {(Y E T: St E C,} is not stationary in K. 
(2)p { CY < K: a $ T or SE is club in (Y} contains a club in K. 
For (Y E T, let S”, = S,. Then (2)” trivially holds. Note that (2)0 guarantees that 
(SO,: (Y E T) does not satisfy 6.20(b). (Clearly (2)0 will do in the place of 6.20(a).) 
Hence there is a club Co s K such that (l),, holds. If (St’: (Y < K, cf(cu) = p) and 
Cp,aregivenforj3’<j3<p+, then for each (Y E T, let SC = St n n,r,, C,.. Since 
c=n pf</3 C,. is club in K, (2)p holds. [When (Y is a limit point of C and (Y E T, 
then both S”, and C fl (Y are club in a, and hence so is SC = SO, n C.] Since 6.20(b) 
must fail for (St: LY E T), there is a club C, E A such that (l), holds. 
Let D = f&P+ C,. Then D is club in K. For each (Y E T, (SE: j3 < p’) is a 
c-descending sequence of subsets of S”,, and JSi( = ,u. Hence there is a 
B((Y) < pLf such that V/3’ > /3(a), SC = SE(“). Fix /IO< p+ such that E = {a< 
K: a l T, /3(a) = PO} is stationary in K. 
When a E E Se = Sf)+’ = Sop n nB<cio C, n C,,, = Se n C,,, and thus S”” c 
C,,,. In particular, the set of (Y’S which satisfy this last relation is station&, 
contradicting the choice of C,,,. Cl 
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Fix a O~V+~, n+‘)-sequence (Sa: o < YI+~, cf(a) = 7)+l). 
Let 8 be a large enough regular cardinal. Fix a continuous elementary 
chain (M,: p < r~+~) of submodels of H(8) such that for each p < v+~, (MY: 
VSP) EMy+l, ]MB]=qc3, r]+3~A40and {(x,X):x~?~+~+l}, (&:a<~+~, 
cf(a) = rj+‘) E MO. 
Since rl+3 E MO for each /I c v+~, yP = M, n nw4 E rl+4 and { yO: /3 c q+3} is a 
closed subset of r~+~. 
6.22. Remark. For /I < qc3 we have ( ya: 6 <p) E MB+,. For each (Y < r~+~, let 
EE= {y6: 6 < p, 6 E S,}. If E is a bounded subset of v+~, then MB+i knows 
about the bound, and hence e c yO+i. 
By property 6.18(iv), fix a club D G yo+z such that D E y,,+)+ 1. Since 
(&: (Y < 7j+3, cf(a) = rl+l) is a 0club(rl+3, v+‘)-sequence, there is an (Y < r]+3 of 
cofinality rl+ ’ such that S, E {p < v+~: ‘ys E D}. Since S, is club in IX, S*, = 
{yp:P~S,}isclubiny,. By property 6.18(iii), there is a point x 2 yn, x E c. By 
property 6.18(ii), there is a p < (Y such that x E- = E$ We have 
PEgs*,sDEyn+3+1. 
Hence z is bounded in v+~, which implies, by Remark 6.22, that 
XEzkYL3+1<Yar 
contradicting x 2 yLY. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1. 0 
7. More pcf theory 
We first give a useful formula from [8] for the pcf of a union of sets. Let a be an 
infinite set of regular cardinals such that 2’“’ < min(a). For each cardinal A, let bk 
be a generator for J,*+(pcf(a)) over JCn(pcf(a)), chosen as in Lemma 6.9. For 
each b ~a, fix, by Lemma 4.9, a finite set s(b) ~pcf(b) such that pcf(b) G 
lJ {bA: A Es(b)}. 
7.1. Theorem. If a = UacKaa and b = U a<ls(a,), then pcf(a) = U {pcf(b,): A E 
pcf(b)l. 
Proof. (2) If bA G pcf(a), then pcf(bb) E pcf(a). 
(c) We have a = U,,, aru EU,<, @(a,) E U,,, U {b: k E s(a,)> = U {h: 
A E b} E IJ {bn: A E LJ (6,: ,u E s(b)}} = U {b,: p E s(b)}, where the last equality 
follows by transitivity. 
Thus, pcf(a) c pcf(U {b,: p Es(b)}) = U {pcf(b,): P Es(b)} E u {pcf(J,): P E 
pcf(b)]. •I 
7.2. Corollary. max(pcf(a)) = max(pcf(b)). 
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[The usefulness of this equality derives from the fact that, for example, if 
K = w, then b = U,,, s(u,) is a countable set.] 
Proof. Let p= max(pcf(a)). Then, by Theorem 7.1, for some 2, ~pcf(b), 
p E pcf(b*). Thus y s il = max(pcf(bi)) G max(pcf(a)) = p and hence p = II E 
pcf(b). Also, pcf(b) = MU,<, 4%)) E pcf(UU% pcf(Q) E PCf(U,<K a,) = 
pcf(a), and so max(pcf(b)) < max(pcf(a)) = ~1, which implies max(pcf(b)) = ,u. 
0 
We now present the ZFC proof from [21] of Theorem 4.6. We will need several 
lemmas. 
7.3. Lemma. If a is an infinite set of regular cardinals, (ul+ < min(u), and 
A E pcf(u), then there is u sequence cfa: cx < A) in II a which is <J<,C,j-increu.sing 
and such that whenever D is an ultrafilter on a and cf(n u/D) = A, the sequence 
(jJD: a < A) is cofinul in II u/D. 
7.4. Remark. If bl generates J<,+(u) over J<,(u), then Lemma 7.3 follows 
immediately from Corollary 4.4 by taking (fa: a < A) to be increasing and cofinal 
in fl bA modulo JcA(u). However, we do not wish to assume here that bA exists. 
7.5. Proof of Lemma 7.3. Suppose not. We will inductively define, for each 
E< Ial+, a (<J<,(,j)-increasing sequence (f 5: LY < A) in n a and an ultrafilter DE 
on a so that for each f, rl< lul+ we have: 
(i) E<q+Va,<A, ff<fz(everywhere), 
(ii) Va<A, f$/DE<fo E+l/DE and (f 5+‘/DE: (Y < A) is cofinal in II u/D,, 
(iii) when cf(a) = Ial+, we have for each 6 E a, f:(s) = min{sup{f$(b): p E 
C} : C is club in (u}. 
To do this, define f”, by induction on a < J., using A-directedness of rl u/.&(u), 
and obeying (iii) at limits of cofinality [al+. 
If 5 < Ia]+ is a limit ordinal and (f 2: a < A) are given for q < 5, then define 
f i(6) = supll<Ef 36) when cf(a) + Id+, and use (iii) when cf(a) = ]ul+. That 
f z S f f for q < 5 follows by induction on a from the fact that (iii) was used to 
define both f z and f 5, when cf( (u) = Ial+. 
If (f g: a < A) is given, then, since we are assuming the lemma fails, there must 
be an ultrafilter DE on a such that (f f/D,: a < A) is bounded in rl u/DE by some 
go/DE. Extend this to a cofinal sequence &,/DE: a < A) in n u/DE. By induction 
on cr < A, using <,<+)- directedness of IJ u/J,,(u), define f z+l E II a so that 
a < B + f z+,“’ <J<&jf ;+l7 f z+, 2 max{ f f, ga} when cf(a) # Ial+, and f $+l is 
defined using (iii) when cf(a) = la]+. As with the limit stage, (i) holds for 
77 = 5 + 1 even when cf(a) = la]+. 
Fix a large enough regular cardinal 8. Choose N < H( f3) of size lul+ such that 
the following two conditions hold. 
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(a) There is a continuous elementary chain (Ni: i < la(+) such that N = Uicla,+ 
Niandforeachi<lal+, (Nj:jSi)eNi+l. 
(b) ~a~+U{(f~:cu~~):~~~a~+}UaU{D~:~<~a~+}~N,. 
Note that by (a), cf(X,,(A)) = lul+ ( w h ere x,,,(a) = sup(N fl a) for all a). By 
(iii), for each 5 < lul+ there is an increasing continuous cofinal sequence of limit 
ordinals (i(p): p < Ial+) in lul+ such that for all 6 E a 
(*I 
In particular, f$,&s) G ~~(6) for each 6 E a. 
Define, for 5 < (al+, 
By (i), 5 < 7~ < la I+ + cE E C~ E a, and we will derive a contradiction by showing 
that for each 5 < (a(+, the following claim holds. 
7.6. Claim. cE f cE + 1. 
Proof. Choose an increasing continuous cofinal sequence of limit ordinals 
(i(p): /3 < Ial+) in Ial+ so that (*) holds with 5 replaced by 5 + 2. For each 
B < IaI+, Ni(p+l) knows about xNica, ( a E II a and Ds+l, and hence there is an 
(Y E NicB+rJ such that 
xi$Ni(B) I a -%g+Jz++2. 
Since (Y < x~,(~+,)(A), this means that 
XNi(@) I a < 4+1f~;:,+,,~O 
Since we also have (by (ii) and since f$+2 E N) 
f 5+1 x,dJ.) <Da+, 5+2 fo <everywhere XN I 6 
we may choose, for each /3 < Ial +, a 8, E a such that the following two conditions 
hold: 
(l) xN,&$) <f ;;;o+,,(,(6,)~ 
c2) f ;;:,@,) < xN@B). 
Choose a set Z E lu(+ of size lul+ and 6 E a so that V/3 E I, 6, = 6. By (2), 
5+1 f ,Q.&) < XN(4, and hence 6 $ cE. We will be finished if we show 6 E cE+r. 
Fix /3 E I. Then using (1) we have 
xN,(#) <f :;;B+,,,$% 
which together with (*) (with 5 replaced by E + 2) gives 
Thus 6 E cE+r. This proves Claim 7.6 and Lemma 7.3. 0 
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7.7. Lemma (Shelah [19]). Let ,u < K be regular uncountable cardinals. Then there 
is a stationary set s E {a < K+: cf(a) = y} and sequence (C,: a E s) (a ‘square 
sequence’ on a stationary set) such that the following two conditions hold: 
(i) for every a E S, C, is club in a, otp(C,) = ~1; 
(ii) If a, /3 E S and y < min{o, p} is a limit point of both C, and C,, then 
c, f-l y = c, n y. 
Proof. Fix a large regular cardinal 8, and a well-ordering <* of H(8). 
For each (Y < K+ of cofinality ~1, let (Ng: 6 < K) be an increasing continuous 
elementa E-chain of submodels of (H(B), E, <*) such that (p + 1) U {K, a} E 
N,“, and for each 6 < K, INJ < K and N,” fl K E K. 
Let Ag = N$ fl a. Since (Y E Ng, A$ is cofinal in a. Note that for each (Y < K+ of 
cofinality CL, there is a club of 6 < K such that N,” rl K = 6. 
Let S c {a < K+: cf(cu) = CL} be a stationary set for which there are 6 < K and 
p < K such that for all (Y E S 
(1) 6 is the least ordinal of uncountable cofinality for which Ng fl K = 6, and 
(2) otp(A$) = p + 1. (The bar denotes closure in the order topology on the 
ordinals.) 
Note that cf(p) = p. 
Fix D c p a club of order type ~1. Let C, GA: be the image of D under the - 
isomorphism between p + 1 and A,“. Then (i) holds. We must verify (ii). 
Fix a, p E S, y < min{ (Y, p} so that y is a limit of both C, and C,. Then y is a 
limit of both A; = Ng fl a and z = N$ n /I. 
If cf( y) = o, then, since N,” = supbccb N$, and cf(6) > o, we must have N$. n y 
cofinal in y for some 6’ < 6. But then y E Ng. fl yc N$. fl K+ E N$, and since 
IN;, fl K+I is less than K and is a member of N$, we have IN,“. fl K+I G Ng and 
therefore y E N$ fl K+ G N$. 
Similarly y EN{. But then both Ng and Ng know the <*-least surjection 
f:rc+y. Since N$flK=NgnK, this means A$fl y=N,“n y=Ngfl y=A{n y 
and hence C, fl y = C, fl y. 
If cf(y) > w, then the limits of countable cofinality of C, n C, fl y are cofinal in 
both C, n y and C, n y. By the case cf( y) = IX, for each such limit 5, we have 
C, n .ij = C, n & and hence C, n y = C,, fl y. 0 
7.8. Lemma. Let u and A be regular cardinals such that w < u < uL+ < h. Then 
there is a sequence (P,: a < A) such that for each a < ;1, P, c [alSp, IPal s II, and 
for each regular 13 > )3 and x E H( f3), we can find a continuous increasing sequence 
( Np: p < u ) of elementary submodels of H( t3) such that x E NO and for each p < u, 
or,=N,,f3;l~Aandifp<uisalimitordinal, then {aO:a<p}~Nptl~P~~. 
In particular, there is a collection P G [nlSp of size at most A. (namely 
P = ua<* P,) such that for each x E H(0) there is an elementary submodel N of 
H(B) (namely N = I_),,<, N,) which has the following properties: x E N and there is 
a cofinal set X c N fl A such that arbitrarily long initial segments of X belong to 
both N and P. 
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Proof. Fix a sequence (C,: (Y E S) as in Lemma 7.7 with K = p+. By Lemma 6.21 
there is a club C in ,u++ such that by replacing each C, by C, II C (and replacing 
S by the smaller stationary set of (Y for which C, fl C is club in (Y) we may assume 
that every club in p++ contains C, for some a: E S. 
Case 1. A = p++. 
For (Y < A, let P, = {C, fl (Y: /3 E S}. Fix a regular 8 > A, and x E H(0). Let 
{NE: 5 <A} be a continuous increasing sequence of elementary submodels of 
H(B) such that for each E<A., aE=NEr)jl~A and (NEP:5’~5)~NE+1, and 
{x, (Cm: (Y E S)} E NO. Let C = {(yg: 5 < A}. Then C is club in A. Thus there is an 
o E S (so cf(a) = p) such that C, G C. 
Let (E(p): p < p) be continuous increasing so that 
C, = {NscPj r-3 A: P < PFL). 
We will show that (NEcPj: p < cl) is the desired sequence of models. 
For any p < ,u. 
and if moreover p is a limit ordinal, then Q,) is a limit of C,, ac(,,) = NE(p) n 
13. E NE(~+I), and by elementarity there must be a /3 E N5(P+lj n S, p > Q,), such 
that (ugcP) is a limit of C,. But then {(Ye: o < p} = C, rl aE(,) = C, fl &E(p) E 
N E(P+r)’ 
Case 2. A. > cl++. 
For each /3 < A of cofinality p++, fix a club DB E /3 of order type p++. Via the 
isomorphism between ,u++ and D,, copy the square sequence (C,: a E S) onto 
Do in the obvious way to get a sequence ( Dp,6: 6 E S,). 
For (Y < A, let 
P, = {D,,, n a: p < A, cf(P) = /A++, 6 E S,}. 
Fix a regular 0 > A and x E H(8). Let (NE: 5 < p++) be a continuous 
increasing sequence of submodels of H( 19) such that {x, (C,: Zj E S)} E NO, and 
for each E<p++, N,rlAEA and (Nc.:5’~E)~NE+,. Then E={NgnA:$< 
cl”} is club in /3 = sup(E) and cf(/?) = ,u++. 
We have that E rl D, is club in /3. Let E’ be the club of members of E n D, 
which have the same rank in both E and Do. The isomorphism between Do and 
P ++ carries E’ to a club E* in p++. 
Let yO E S (so cf(yJ = p) be such that C,, E E*. Let 6” be the corresponding 
ordinal in S,. Enumerate C,, and Ds,s, in increasing order: 
C,,,= {a,: P<F)? Dm, = {Nscp, n A: P < P}. 
[Since C,, G E*, D,,,, E E.] We claim that (NEcP,: p < p) is the desired sequence 
of models. 
For each p -=c ~1, 
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and if moreover p is a limit ordinal, then for each u < p, NE(u) rl A. is the aOth 
member of OS, which is the same as the a,th member of E, which is NaO rl3L. 
Thus &a) = aO. In particular, aP = c(p) E NscP+ij, and, as in Case 1, NEcP+ij 
must know some /3 > aP such that a,, is a limit point of C,. Thus 
{G o < P> = C,, fl o&l = C, i-l a&? EN&?+ij, 
and hence 
{NE,,, n A: o < P> = {No, n A: o < P> E NE(P+lj, 
as desired. •i 
7.9. Theorem. Zf a is an infinite set of regular cardinals, lal+ < min(a), and 
il E pcf(a), then J<,+(a) is generated over &,(a) by adding a single set. 
Proof. Fix &: (Y < A) as in Lemma 7.3. Apply Theorem 4.1 (with Z = J<*(a)) to 
get a sequence (b,: (Y < A) of subsets of a, increasing modulo J<,(a), and such 
that (fs 1 b,: /~-CA) is cofinal in nb, modulo JCn(a). Also there is a function g 
which is a bound for (fa: a! < A) modulo the ideal Z generated by .&(a) U 
{b,: a< A}. 
Note that b, E J,,+(a) for all a < A. Thus Z E J<,+(a). If b E J<*+(a) - I, then 
let D be an ultrafilter on a such that b E D and D fl Z = 0. Then D n JCL(a) = 0, 
and hence cf(n a/D) = )L, which implies that cfa: a < A) is cofinal in n a modulo 
D, which is absurd since g bounds (fa: a < A) modulo I. Hence 
J<,+(a) is the ideal generated by Z.&a) U {b,: a < A}. 
We wish to show that for some a < A, Z<,+(a) is generated by J<,(a) U (6,). 
Suppose not. Then by thinning out the sequence of b,‘s we can assume that for 
all a < /3 < A, b, - b, $ J<,(a). 
Let p = Ial+. Let P be as in the last sentence of Lemma 7.8. (We may clearly 
assume 3, > p+.) For each X G Iz of size 6~~ define fx E II a by 
fx(S) = sup{fn(G): LY E X} 6 ea. 
Since fl u/.Z,~+(U) is 3L+-directed, there is a bound h E II a for { fx: X E Uol<l P,} 
modulo J<*+(a). 
Fix a large regular 6 > 3L. Take a submodel N of H(8) and a cofinal set 
X~Nn~asgivenbyLemma7.8withx={h}U{(b,:a<3r)}. 
Consider 
A = (6 E a: fx(S) > h(6)). 
We have A EJCh+(a). S ince cf( y) = p > Jul, there is an initial segment Y of X, 
such that YEN rl P and 
A = (6 E a: fY(6) > h(6)). 
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Thus A E N. For some (Y E N, A is in the ideal generated by J&a) U {b,} (and 
hence h sfx modulo this ideal). Then cz + 1 E N and, by one of the properties of 
the sequence (6,: y < A), there is a p EN n A such that fs 1 h,+l > h 1 bm+l 
moduio JcA(a). Since X is cofinal in N n A, we may choose /3 in X. 
Modulo the ideal generated by &,(a) U {b,} we have 
hlb a+1 a.& ) ba+l afp I~,+I ‘h t b,+~, 
which is a contradiction since b,,, r$J<*(a) U (6,). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.9. 0 
The following consequence of Theorem 7.9 (cf. Lemma 5.15) was pointed out 
by B. Velickovic. 
7.10. Corollary. Zf a is an infinite set of regular cardinals, lal+ < min(a), then 
max(pcf(a)) = cf( I-I a), 
where I-Ja is ordered by f <g@Vv6 ~a, f(s)<g(6). 
Proof. Clearly max(pcf(a)) ~cf(ITa). For the reverse inequality, for each 
A E pcf(a), let bA generate J,*+(a) over J<,(a) and let (f “,: (Y < A.) be cofinal in 
II bA modulo J<,(a). 
7.11. Claim. {sup(F): F is a finite subset of {f “,: a < A E pcf(a)}} is cofinal in n a. 
Proof. Let h in a. Let A0 = max(pcf(a)). Find & such that h sf$ modulo 
J.+(a). Then 
and A, = max(pcf(XO)) < &,. Thus X0 E &(a) -J+(a), and so there is a E1 < A, 
such that 
h I X0 c f “5; 1 X0 modulo J+(a). 
Continue in this fashion, getting {(A,, &, X,): Ken}, such that for 
i<n, Xi#0, /li+l= IllZlX(pCf(Xi)) < Ai) Xi+1 = (6 E xi: h(6) >f k::(b)) E JA,+,(~), 
h ( (Xi -X,+1) Cf 2:: ( (Xi - Xi+l), and X, = 0. Then h s sup{f 2, f $, . . . , f k}. 
Thus Claim 7.11 holds, and this clearly proves Corollary 7.10. 0 
7.12. Remark. Now that we have, from Theorem 7.9, the existence in ZFC of a 
generator for J<*+ over Jcl, it is possible to give a proof in ZFC that 
Jpcf(a)l G IU~+~ if Jai < min(a). The proof is essentially the same as before, with 
the role of (2’“‘)+ being played by 1~1’~ for some large enough finite k. (k = 6 
works.) When pcf(pcf(a)) = pcf(a) is needed, we observe that the proof really 
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needed only pcf(pcf(a)) fl (J = pcf(a) fl u where u = (min(a))+(1u1+5). The proof of 
Lemma 1.9 goes through in ZFC for this modified version. 
J.E. Baumgartner noticed that using nice models as in the proof of Theorem 
5.1 gives the following type of result, whose proof we leave as an exercise for the 
reader. 
7.13. Theorem. Zf a = {X,: 1 G II < o}, then cf([X,]‘“) = max(pcf(a)) < K,,. 
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